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Abstract

The current space environment, consisting of man-made debris and tiny meteoroids,

poses a risk to safe operations in space, and the situation is continuously deteriorating

due to in-orbit debris collisions and to new satellite launches. Among these debris a

significant portion is due to dead satellites and fragments of satellites resulted from

explosions and in-orbit collisions. Mitigation of space debris has become an issue of first

concern for all the institutions involved in space operations. Bare electrodynamic tethers

(EDT) can provide an efficient mechanism for rapid de-orbiting of defunct satellites from

low Earth orbit (LEO) at end of life. The research on EDT has been a fruitful field since

the 70’s. Thanks to both theoretical studies and in orbit demonstration missions, this

technology has been developed very fast in the following decades. During this period,

several technical issues were identified and overcome. The core functionality of EDT

system greatly depends on their survivability to the micrometeoroids and orbital debris,

and a tether can become itself a kind of debris for other operating satellites in case of cut-

off due to particle impact; however, this very issue is still inconclusive and conflicting

after having a number of space demonstrations. A tether can be completely cut by

debris having some minimal diameter. This thesis presents a theoretical analysis of the

survivability of tethers in space. The study demonstrates the advantages of tape tethers

over conventional round wires particularly on the survivability during the mission.

Because of its particular geometry (length very much larger than cross-sectional di-

mensions), a tether may have a relatively high risk of being severed by the single impact

of small debris. As a first approach to the problem, survival probability has been com-

pared for a round and a tape tether of equal mass and length. The rates of fatal impact

of orbital debris on round and tape tether, evaluated with an analytical approximation

to debris flux modeled by NASA’s ORDEM2000, shows much higher survival probabil-

ity for tapes. A comparative numerical analysis using debris flux model ORDEM2000

and ESA’s MASTER2005 shows good agreement with the analytical result. It also shows

that, for a given time in orbit, a tape has a probability of survival of about one and a
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half orders of magnitude higher than a round tether of equal mass and length. Because

de-orbiting from a given altitude is much faster for the tape due to its larger perimeter,

its probability of survival in a practical sense is quite high.

As the next step, an analytical model derived in this work allows to calculate accu-

rately the fatal impact rate per year for a tape tether. The model uses power laws for

debris-size ranges, in both ORDEM2000 and MASTER2009 debris flux models, to cal-

culate tape tether survivability at different LEO altitudes. The analytical model, which

depends on tape dimensions (width, thickness) and orbital parameters (inclinations, al-

titudes) is then compared with fully numerical results for different orbit inclinations, al-

titudes and tape width for both ORDEM2000 and MASTER2009 flux data. This scalable

model not only estimates the fatal impact count but has proved essential in optimiz-

ing tether design for satellite de-orbit missions varying satellite mass and initial orbital

altitude and inclination.

Within the frame of this dissertation, a simple analysis has been finally presented,

showing the scalable property of tape tether, thanks to the survivability model devel-

oped, that allows analyze and compare de-orbit performance for a large range of satellite

mass and orbit properties. The work explicitly shows the product of tether-to-satellite

mass-ratio and fatal impact count as a function of tether geometry and orbital parame-

ters. Combining the tether dynamic equation involving Lorentz drag with space debris

impact survivability model, eliminates time from the expression. Hence the product,

is independent of tether de-orbit history and just depends on mission constraints and

tether length, width and thickness. This optimization model finally led to the develop-

ment of a friendly software tool named BETsMA, currently in process of registration by

UPM.

For the final step, an estimation of fatal impact rate on a tape tether has been done,

using for the first time an experimental ballistic limit equation that was derived for tapes

and accounts for the effects of both the impact velocity and impact angle. It is shown

that tape tethers are highly resistant to space debris impacts and considering a tape

tether with a defined cross section, the number of critical events due to impact with

non-trackable debris is always significantly low.



Resumen

El entorno espacial actual hay un gran numero de micro-meteoritos y basura espa-

cial generada por el hombre, lo cual plantea un riesgo para la seguridad de las opera-

ciones en el espacio. La situación se agrava continuamente a causa de las colisiones de

basura espacial en órbita, y los nuevos lanzamientos de satélites. Una parte significativa

de esta basura son satélites muertos, y fragmentos de satélites resultantes de explosiones

y colisiones de objetos en órbita. La mitigación de este problema se ha convertido en un

tema de preocupación prioritario para todas las instituciones que participan en opera-

ciones espaciales. Entre las soluciones existentes, las amarras electrodinámicas (EDT)

proporcionan un eficiente dispositivo para el rápido de-orbitado de los satélites en órbita

terrestre baja (LEO), al final de su vida útil.

El campo de investigación de las amarras electrodinámicas (EDT) ha sido muy

fruct́ıfero desde los años 70. Gracias a estudios teóricos, y a misiones para la de-

mostración del funcionamiento de las amarras en órbita, esta tecnoloǵıa se ha desarrol-

lado muy rápidamente en las últimas décadas. Durante este peŕıodo de investigación,

se han identificado y superado múltiples problemas técnicos de diversa ı́ndole. Gran

parte del funcionamiento básico del sistema EDT depende de su capacidad de super-

vivencia ante los micro-meteoritos y la basura espacial. Una amarra puede ser cortada

completamente por una part́ıcula cuando ésta tiene un diámetro mı́nimo. En caso de

corte debido al impacto de part́ıculas, una amarra en śı misma, podŕıa ser un riesgo para

otros satélites en funcionamiento. Por desgracia, tras varias demostraciones en órbita,

no se ha podido concluir que este problema sea importante para el funcionamiento del

sistema.

En esta tesis, se presenta un análisis teórico de la capacidad de supervivencia de las

amarras en el espacio. Este estudio demuestra las ventajas de las amarras de sección

rectangular (cinta), en cuanto a la probabilidad de supervivencia durante la misión,

frente a las amarras convencionales (cables de sección circular). Debido a su particular

geometŕıa (longitud mucho mayor que la sección transversal), una amarra puede tener
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un riesgo relativamente alto de ser cortado por un único impacto con una part́ıcula

de pequeñas dimensiones. Un cálculo anaĺıtico de la tasa de impactos fatales para

una amarra ciĺındrica y de tipo cinta de igual longitud y masa, considerando el flujo

de part́ıculas de basura espacial del modelo ORDEM2000 de la NASA, muestra mayor

probabilidad de supervivencia para las cintas. Dicho análisis ha sido comparado con un

cálculo numérico empleando los modelos de flujo el ORDEM2000 y el MASTER2005 de

ESA. Además se muestra que, para igual tiempo en orbita, una cinta tiene una probabil-

idad de supervivencia un orden y medio de magnitud mayor que una amarra ciĺındrica

con igual masa y longitud. Por otra parte, de-orbitar una cinta desde una cierta alti-

tud, es mucho más rápido, debido a su mayor peŕımetro que le permite capturar más

corriente. Este es un factor adicional que incrementa la probabilidad de supervivencia

de la cinta, al estar menos tiempo expuesta a los posibles impactos de basura espacial.

Por este motivo, se puede afirmar finalmente y en sentido práctico, que la capacidad de

supervivencia de la cinta es bastante alta, en comparación con la de la amarra ciĺındrica.

El segundo objetivo de este trabajo, consiste en la elaboración de un modelo anaĺıtico,

mejorando la aproximación del flujo de ORDEM2000 y MASTER2009, que permite cal-

cular con precisión, la tasa de impacto fatal al año para una cinta en un rango de alti-

tudes e inclinaciónes, en lugar de unas condiciónes particulares. Se obtiene el numero

de corte por un cierto tiempo en función de la geometŕıa de la cinta y propiedades de

la órbita. Para las mismas condiciones, el modelo anaĺıtico, se compara con los resul-

tados obtenidos del análisis numérico. Este modelo escalable ha sido esencial para la

optimización del diseño de la amarra para las misiones de de-orbitado de los satélites,

variando la masa del satélite y la altitud inicial de la órbita.

El modelo de supervivencia se ha utilizado para construir una función objetivo con

el fin de optimizar el diseño de amarras. La función objectivo es el producto del cociente

entre la masa de la amarra y la del satelite y el numero de corte por un cierto tiempo.

Combinando el modelo de supervivencia con una ecuación dinamica de la amarra donde

aparece la fuerza de Lorentz, se elimina el tiempo y se escribe la función objetivo como

función de la geometŕıa de la cinta y las propietades de la órbita. Este modelo de

optimización, condujo al desarrollo de un software, que esta en proceso de registro por

parte de la UPM.

La etapa final de este estudio, consiste en la estimación del número de impactos

fatales, en una cinta, utilizando por primera vez una ecuación de ĺımite baĺıstico experi-

mental. Esta ecuación ha sido desarollada para cintas, y permite representar los efectos

tanto de la velocidad de impacto como el ángulo de impacto. Los resultados obtenidos

demuestran que la cinta es altamente resistente a los impactos de basura espacial, y para

una cinta con una sección transversal definida, el número de impactos cŕıticos debidos

a part́ıculas no rastreables es significativamente menor.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Space debris or orbital debris is the term often coined to denote man-made debris

accumulated and orbiting in space due to almost six decades of space missions. Inter-

national Academy of Astronautics (IAA) has defined the term as,

“ Orbital debris are defined as any man-made object, which is non-functional with no

reasonable expectation of assuming or resuming its intended function, or any other function

for which it is or can be expected to be authorized, including fragments and parts thereof.”

—(IAA Position Paper, 1993)

The enormous natural space environment comprises numerous meteoroids, tiny

cometary ice or rock, traveling at an average speed of 20 km/s (44,000 mph). The

typical impactor velocity in space is extremely high. It is around 15-72 km/s for mete-

oroids and 5-15 km/s for space debris. There is an estimate that shows on an average

each year around 40,000 metric tons of micro meteoroids enter the Earth’s atmosphere

(Belk et al., 1997). In geosynchronous orbits, at altitudes around 35,000 km, mete-

oroids are more likely to be encountered than orbital debris while on the other hand

in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) the population of man made debris is significant. More than

50 years of human exploration in space caused a large number of these man-made de-

bris. Orbital debris is mostly comprised of fragmentation materials, pieces of destroyed

vehicles, used rocket bodies, mission-related items that includes explosive bolts, vehi-

cle shrouds, etc. released during staging and spacecraft separation. More than 4800

launches have placed about 6000 satellites into orbit, of which only a minor fraction -

about little more than 1100 - are still operational today (Celestrak, 2014). Thus as the

time goes on the probability of collision with orbital debris becomes a considerable risk

and one of the prime concerns during designing future satellite/spacecraft missions.

Recycling and properly deposing of spent satellites and space debris is not much like
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recycling of waste on Earth. However, this is much more difficult and incur excessive

cost associated with launching mass into LEO. Revolutionary advancement in technolo-

gies and competitive market with the introduction of new private companies into Space

business, companies like Space Exploration Technologies Corporation, also known as

Space X, offered price as low as ∼ $ 1,600/kg (SpaceX, 2014) to place a satellite into

LEO using their Falcon Heavy expendable launch vehicle. This will definitely increase

the rate of satellite launch as well as debris if their removal after respective functional-

life is not properly addressed. These satellites can remain in orbit for many decades

since atmospheric drag and other effects are minimal in LEO. As a consequence, now

the space industry is required to remove rocket stages and spent satellites after their mis-

sion is complete. Use of chemical rockets is a standard method of removal; then again,

their moderately low specific impulse oblige a substantial amount of propellant mass.

An alternate system concentrates on devices like ion and Hall thrusters running with

electric propulsion. These devices are highly efficient in their use of propellant mass,

yet produce low thrust, hence require long mission time and attitude control during the

long de-orbiting manoeuvre.

A reliable and efficient de-orbiting technology will facilitate debris mitigation by

International agreement on Active Debris Removal as well as proper disposal of satellite

and rocket bodies after their respective useful life. A number of different ideas have

been proposed including: orbital refueling or disposal to graveyard orbits, space based

laser-induced thrusters, even adhesive collection objects etc., to name a few. Among

several characteristic, such a technology should be light, cover a broad range of satellite

masses, and work for the altitudes and inclinations where a high collision risk exists.

Electrodynamic Tethers (EDT), which are lightweight and propellanteless, might be one

effective choice for the removal of current defunct satellites. In addition, EDT system

offers manoeuvre by switching on/off the Hollow cathode, thus the system is capable of

avoiding tracked large space object encounters.

Survivability analysis of a tether system in space is one of the major concerns for

the extensive use of tethers. Several space missions have been carried out with tethers

on board to analyze current collection, attitude control and hollow-cathode operations.

The most obvious key design issue for tether systems in LEO is the risk of tethers being

severed by debris objects orbiting around, since this issue still remains an open ques-

tion after two past in-orbit experiments in SEDS-2 and TiPS mission with round tethers

gave different outcomes (Carroll and Oldson, 1995). Space tethers are vulnerable to

small artificial and natural debris impacts due to their peculiar geometry. As a three

dimensional object a tether has one extremely large dimension compared to its other

dimensions. For example, a tether can be several kilometers long but with a diameter(in

case of wire-like configuration) or thickness/width (in case of tape-like configuration)

of only few millimeters. This huge length makes it more prone to colloid with randomly
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moving particles. Moreover, at very high speed, collisions, even with a particle smaller

than several times the tether thickness/diameter, can sever the tether.

Because the potential collision and sever risk with larger space objects like space-

craft or upper stage cannot be reduced by improving the tether design or increasing its

diameter, the risk of tether being severed by smaller objects like meteoroids or small

space debris is the key concern for designing a tether system. Moreover at the altitude

of 800-1000 km the population of debris of comparatively smaller size is prominent over

the larger one. The debris risk varies far more with altitude than the micro meteoroid

risk does. Debris is the dominant risk for large tethers at LEO altitudes above 400-500

km, but at lower altitudes, the impact risk is mostly from meteoroids.

This study will focus on the survival probability of tethers in general during a de-

orbit mission, beginning with a comparative analyses between conventional round teth-

ers with thin tapes of equal mass and length. Further the task should be modeling a

general scalable formula for tape tether survival rate which will only involve its phys-

ical parameters (i.e. tape dimensions) and orbital parameters (orbit inclination and

altitude), which in future would allow modeling satellite de-orbit missions in LEO for

a broad range of satellite mass and initial orbit conditions. A number of different ap-

proaches has been introduced in recent years to calculate the sever probability of space

tether under the influence of space debris and meteoroids. Some of those previous anal-

ysis will be brought to consideration briefly in this document to proceed on calculating

the sever rate.

1.1 Risk of Impact by Space debris

A single round tether can be severed by a small debris particle of diameter δ larger

than a certain fraction of tether diameter D. The tethers are vulnerable to impact haz-

ards caused by small man made and natural debris. As these debris are not stationary

but moving at a very high relative speed, any collision even with a particle smaller than

the tether diameter can cut the tether. The objective of the survival analysis is to deter-

mine if the designed tether would survive under the specified environmental condition;

in this case the space environment consisting of Meteoroid/Orbital Debris (M/OD).

The meteoroids and orbital debris poses threat to tethers particularly for their pecu-

liar geometry of huge length compared to its small diameter (in case of round wire) or

width/thickness (in case of tape tether). Since the sizes of the particles that can sever

a tether are not extremely small compared to tether diameter, they must be taken into

account in the calculation of the collision cross-section. This needs the use of the differ-

ential fluxes. The sever of a tether is dependent on the flux of debris per unit area per

unit time multiplied with the area and duration of tether deployed in space. Here the
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area consideration is not just the cross sectional area or surface area but the effective

area of collision that comprises the diameter of the tether along with a fraction of the

diameter of debris.

Debris can be found in all orbital altitudes with sizes varying from large, medium

even to small one. Depending on the debris concentration density, there exists hot spots.

The collision hot spots can be ranked by the number of collisions predicted to occur

under a ‘business as usual’ scenario. Benefits, like providing high resolution images

or retaining constant longitude over the Earth can be achieved at some specific orbits

in LEO, semi synchronous, and geosynchronous orbits. That makes those orbits debris

dense area. Orbital altitude, inclination, spacecraft size, and duration of time in orbit

are the key factors on which depends the probability of collision with debris.

To determine the effects of impact and survivability of the spacecraft Hypervelocity

impact testing is performed on critical spacecraft components. These tests do not offer

standards to judge all materials as they are case-specific and because of many variables

involved. Composite material structures existing data to date are not adequate to give

conclusion in this matter.

The most important factor to consider in collision in space is altitude. There is

an average population of 100 cataloged objects in a 10-km altitude band at altitudes

from 800 to 1000 km. These altitudes have the highest probability of collision—second

highest are from 1400 to 1500 km. Although these altitudes offer lower launch costs

and other benefits to designers, spacecraft in LEO are more likely to experience colli-

sions than in semi synchronous and geosynchronous orbits (Committee on Space Debris,

1995). According to the statistical data achieved by surveillance through radar or tele-

scope by several organizations working in this field, by the year January 2002, the space

debris, when classified according to the orbit regime, 69.2% were in LEO, at altitudes

below 2000 km, 9.3% in the vicinity of geostationary orbit, highly eccentric orbit(HEO)

holds to 9.7% including the GEO transfer orbit GTO, between LEO and GEO in medium

earth orbit(MEO) contains ∼ 3.9% and 7.8% were outside the GEO ring (Klinkrad,

2006).

High inclination orbits close to the Earth’s poles are frequently used for remote

sensing. In these areas the population of orbital debris is dense. Spacecrafts in high

inclination orbits are often subjected to face debris environment for longer periods at

increased likelihood of collision. Another important factor for collision is the size of the

spacecraft and duration of time in orbit are. It is more likely to encounter significant

debris for a large spacecraft with much area exposed to the environment. The same

thing applies for space tethers. Moreover, as mentioned before, the peculiar dimension

of tether makes it more difficult to guess the risk of impact by debris. The longer it

remains in orbit increases the possibility of impact.
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In recent days, following the U. S. government recommendations for the responsible

disposal of satellites in low Earth orbit, Geoeye Imagery Collection Systems Incorporated

commanded its Orbview-3 remote sensing satellite to a fiery reentry over the Pacific

Ocean on 13 March 2011 after nearly 8 years in orbit. Numerous maneuvers over a

span of nearly 3 months was involved in the successful disposal operation and was

carefully designed to avoid any risk to the International Space Station or the STS-133

mission of the Space Shuttle Discovery. This controlled reentry significantly reduced

the spacecraft’s remaining time in orbit and eliminated the possibility of collisions with

either small or large resident space objects, although Orbview-3 would have naturally

fallen back to Earth well within the recommended 25 years following end of mission

(ODQN, 2011b). This of course shows an effective response to the growing concern of

collision in space.

1.2 Research Scope

The present Thesis has two basic goals, which are co-related with each other: the

first one is to compare the probability of survival of a round tether with a same mass

and length tape tether, against debris impact. Tape geometry has the advantage in de-

orbiting performance in particular and higher survival rate will make it an un-parallel

choice for EDT. The second and core part of the dissertation is to model and formulate

a scalable fatal impact rate for tape tethers which only depends on orbit parameters

(altitude H, inclination i) and tape geometry length L, width w and thickness h.

The objectives of this research can be further itemized as follows;

• To understand and model the debris flux data, acquired from NASA and ESA

debris-flux models, to accurately approximate particle flux later to be incorporated

in developing an analytical formulation to compare fatal impact rate of round and

tape tether of equal mass and length.

• To critically discuss the effective collision area and the basic needs of considering

a minimum particle size capable of severing the tether.

• To incorporate the impact azimuth angle in consideration during calculations for

tape and drawing the attention that impact at very low incidence will barely cause

a damage.

• To introduce minimum particle size derived experimentally, thanks to the Ballistic

Limit Equations, and justify the considerations on glancing impacts and overall the

analytical formula.

• And finally to use the survivability model in optimizing tether design.
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1.3 Thesis Outline

Following firmly the scope of this work, the contents of the rest of Chapters of this

Thesis can be summarized as follows;

• Chapter 2 highlights the present situation of orbital debris environment in LEO

• Chapter 3 describes the main relevant concept of debris removal with elecrtody-

namic tether and historical notes from the literature as well as basics of hyperve-

locity impact that are important to follow the rest of the dissertation.

• Chapter 4 deals with the comparison of probability of survival against debris

impact for two different tether configurations (round wire and thin tape) .

• Chapter 5 is devoted on simple analytical formulation on the survivability of tape

tether in LEO. It also discuss the issue of multiple impact with small debris.

• Chapter 6 refines the results applying the experimentally derived minimum par-

ticle size, thanks to the Ballistic Limit Equations (BLE).

• Chapter 7 gives a brief review about the general outcome of this thesis which

significantly contributed to the final development of optimal tether design algo-

rithm. A sample simulation has been done for optimal tape-tether selection for a

preliminary de-orbit mission, thanks to the friendly software tool BETsMA.

• Chapter 8 summarizes the main conclusions and identifies future refinements on

the issue.
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Chapter 2
Orbital Debris in Space Environment

2.1 Historical growth of the debris population and present

condition

Since the advent of space exploration, as various nations placed thousands of satel-

lites in orbit, a population of orbital debris has grown day by day and has accumulated

in orbit around the Earth. Unless this accumulation is addressed, continued operations

in these orbits could severely augment the orbital debris population. At times it was

assumed that there were very few objects in orbit and that were too small to catalog. In

time the collision with cataloged objects further produced a large amount of small debris

fragments. Each satellite collision produces several hundred objects that are capable to

increase the rate of future collision and fragmentation. This phenomenon, as it is known

as Kessler Syndrome (Kessler and Cour-Palais, 1978), is meant to describes that random

collisions between objects, large enough to catalog, would produce hazard to spacecraft

by forming a large number of fragments, which may be capable of fragmenting another

satellite upon collision and thus producing further fragments. This chain reaction of

exponential increment of the number of particles would finally result in a creation of

debris belt, which by now is already in existence for certain LEO altitudes. The hazard

that comes from the growth of this space debris lies in the increase of the collision prob-

ability. Because of the high orbital velocities, collisions with even small pieces of debris

can release considerable energy and therefore pose a significant danger to spacecraft

and astronauts. Fundamentally, the debris sources may be grouped in three categories:

payloads, rocket stages, and debris generated by breakup of certain stages or payload.

As most organizations active in space have adopted at least basic policies to reduce the

generation of debris caused by rocket stages and explosions of spent stages and collision

among other hardware or similar causes these sources as debris are becoming less im-
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portant. On the other hand it appears to be evident that in the near future, new debris

in orbit will be due to collisions between existing objects as assumed by the Kessler syn-

drome. At high altitudes, debris decay due to air drag is so slowly that we already have

a slow-motion chain-reaction, in which debris objects are generated faster than they are

removed.
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Figure 2.1.1: Spatial density of debris larger than 1 mm in 2010 after three recent major events
according to MASTER2009

Recent studies show an increasing probability of collisions between intact spacecraft

and debris. According to the study (Liou and Johnson, 2006), the debris population in

LEO had already reached a point where the environment was unstable and population

would increase due to mutual collision even without further launches. If no counter-

measures are taken, the number of debris particles will grow with a growth rate in the

order of up to 5% per year (Janovsky et al., 2004). Already we are in a position that one

catastrophic collision might occur every 6 to 12 years. The historical practice of aban-

doning spacecraft and upper stages at the end of mission life has resulted in 6,300 tones

of space debris in Earths orbit and 43% of it (2700 tons) is in LEO region (Liou, 2011).

The uncontrolled growth of the space debris population has to be avoided in order to en-

able safe operations in space for the future. Hopes of limiting the amount of space junk

in orbit suffered two major setbacks in recent years. On January 11, 2007 China con-

ducted an anti-satellite(ASAT) weapon test which destroyed a decommissioned weather

satellite Feng-Yun 1C at an altitude of approximately 860 km, smashing the object into

150,000 pieces larger than 1 cm. Two years later, on February 10 2009, two commu-

nication satellites - COSMOS-2251 (type Strela-2M) and Iridium-33, one defunct and

one active respectively - crashed in orbit, creating even more debris at an altitude near
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Figure 2.1.2: Comparison of Spatial density of cataloged objects (larger than 10 cm) between Jan.
2007 and Jan. 2014. The increase below 1000 km is about 115.4%. Fragments generated from
the Feng-Yun 1C anti-satellite test and collision between COSMOS-2251 and Iridium-33 account for
most of the increase (ODQN, 2014b).

786 km. Fragments generated by these two particular events more than doubled the

population below 1000 km altitude (Fig. 2.1.1 and Fig. 2.1.2).

Monthly increase of objects as cataloged by the US Space Surveillance Network

(SSN) with detection limit of approximately 10 cm, shows the sharp increment of popu-

lation by these two events (Fig.2.1.3) as it displays a summary of officially cataloged all

objects in Earth orbit. Although the graph indicates that approximately ∼ 4000 space-

craft are currently in orbit, not all of these are operational. Those satellites that have

either failed or reached the end of their useful life also contribute to the numbers of

space debris. As the limit up to which tracking is possible with current technology is

bounded by 10 cm, in general all objects shown here will be with size 10 cm or greater.

Also there are several thousand space objects that are being tracked but that have not

been catalogued. The overall environment is dominated by the fragmentation events

from the very beginning.

The International Space Station (ISS), at times, must dodge some of the junk, which

flies around the Earth at enormous speeds of up to 28,164 km/h (17,500 mph). The

ISS has conducted 16 debris avoidance maneuvers since 1999, 5 times since April 2011

(Liou, 2013). In June 2011, some debris narrowly missed the space station, forcing its

six crew to go to their escape capsules and prepare for an emergency evacuation back

to Earth.
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Figure 2.1.3: Monthly number of cataloged objects in the Earth orbit by object type as cataloged by
the SSN (ODQN, 2014a)

“ Those two single events doubled the amount of fragments in Earth orbit and completely

wiped out what we had done in the last 25 years, we’ve lost control of the environment”

—Donald Kessler to a recent interview with BBC (BBCNews, 2011)

After more than a year without a collision avoidance maneuver, the International

Space Station (ISS) recently performed two maneuvers to avoid conjunctions with two

separate debris pieces. At 1:30 GMT on 17 March 2014 the first maneuver was im-

plemented against tracked debris (International Designator 1979-095BJ, U.S. Space

Surveillance Network [SSN] satellite number 36917). This was the 17 th ISS collision

avoidance maneuver since 1999, but the first since 31 October 2012. The debris was

a small, high drag object that originated from the Meteor 2-5 spacecraft (International

Designator 1979-095A, U.S. SSN number 11605). Meteor 2-5 was a Soviet meteorolog-

ical satellite that was launched into an 880 km × 865 km, 81.2° inclination orbit on 31

October 1979 (ODQN, 2014b).

The data acquired from the detectable debris database system, except for those in

GEO, shows that most cataloged objects are in orbits with fairly high inclinations. This

means that relative collision velocities for these objects will be generally higher than or-

bital velocity (Committee on Space Debris, 1995). Collision probability also varies with

orbital inclination, although to a much lesser extent than it varies with altitude; because,

to a first approximation, two circular orbits at the same altitude will intersect twice per

revolution, irrespective of their inclinations. Objects in low-inclination orbits do not
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contribute to the apparent congestion or bunching of objects in the higher temperate

zones, and since few objects are in truly polar orbits (with inclinations of 90 degrees),

holes’ in the space object swarm appear over the Earth’s poles. (This does not, however,

mean that high-inclination orbits will have a lower collision probability)(Committee on

Space Debris, 1995).

Study on variation of collision probability with inclination (Kessler, 1981) has shown

that if there are objects in orbits with supplementary inclinations, then collision prob-

ability for an orbiting object increases to its maximum value. For example, due to the

large number of objects in Sun-synchronous orbits with inclinations near 100◦ objects in

orbits with inclinations near 80◦ have a higher collision probability (similarly, due to the

objects in orbits with inclinations near 80◦, objects in those orbits have higher collision

probabilities).

It is often observed that spacecraft in orbits at a particular altitude have similar

missions. This implies both spacecraft and the debris associated with them (e.g. mission-

related debris, rocket bodies, fragmentation debris) tend to have similar inclinations.

Molniya-type orbits, with typical inclinations of 63 to 65 degrees and the orbits near

semi synchronous altitude are among those. Inclinations are about 55 degrees for U.S.

spacecraft and 65 degrees for CIS (Commonwealth of Independent States) spacecraft.
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Figure 2.1.4: Distribution of cataloged object with inclination of their orbit at altitude 1000 km
(class width 4i = 1º,Y ear 2013)

In GEO, the current population of debris has a mix of inclinations ranging from 0

to 15 degrees, though largely majority of the satellites actively maintain close to zero

degrees inclination. Fragmentation debris from breakups near GEO may have even

higher inclinations. The reason behind this issue is because the orbital plane of non-

functional spacecraft and other debris will oscillate due to the Earth’s oblateness and
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third-body gravitational perturbations of the Sun and Moon. With the additional effect

of the ellipticity of the Earth’s equator will cause a drift of GEO debris from its initial

position (Committee on Space Debris, 1995).

The effectiveness of de-orbiting device is predicted to be high at altitudes lower

than 900 km for mini satellites (20 to 500 kg) if de-orbiting time constraints of 25 years

are being considered. The objective of this study will be mainly confined to the debris

environment in LEO. As seen from Figs. (2.1.1, 2.1.2) the main concentration of orbital

debris can be summarized at the altitude levels of 800 to 1000 km and again at 1400–

1500 km. The data from the cataloged population shows clearly that a vast number

of track-able objects resides near circular orbits e ≤ 0.01 or moderately circular orbits

0.01 ≤ e ≤ 0.1. The only significant influence of high eccentric orbits (0.6 ≤ e ≤ 0.8)

are due to GEO transfer orbit (e ∼ 0.73) and Molniya orbit (e ∼ 0.74). Though their

contribution is only just of 8.0% (Klinkrad, 2006).

Apart from this, the other important orbital parameter that may influence is the or-

bital inclination. For the cataloged objects in the year 2013 for LEO altitude at 1000 km

(Fig. 2.1.4), shows very distinct, narrow bands, with peak concentrations per 1◦ bin at

i ≈ 63◦, 82◦, 90◦, 100◦ etc. According to special mission types, such as: polar orbits (i

≈ 90◦), sun synchronous orbits (i = 100 ± 5◦), navigation satellite orbits (i ≈ 55◦ and

65◦), near-geostationary orbits (i < 15◦) and orbits of critical inclination (i ≈ 63.4◦),

there can be associated a debris concentration maxima. Moreover, with the delivery

of maximum payload into orbits or with launch site latitudes, peaks (of debris concen-

tration) are correlated. Such as Kennedy Space center (latitude φ = 28.5◦), Kourou

(latitude φ = 5.2◦), Plesetsk (latitude φ = 62.8◦), Tanegashima (latitude φ = 30.4◦),

Baikonur(latitude φ = 45.6◦), Xichang (latitude φ = 28.2◦). To maximize the efficiency

in ∆V gain, launches that are optimized to deliver maximum payloads to orbit are de-

signed eastward and into orbits with inclination i ≈ φ. These lead the concentration

peak at inclinations around 63◦, 52◦, 28.5◦ etc.(Klinkrad, 2006).

Among tens of thousands of debris, each of the object can be classified according to

one of the following five debris types (Belk et al., 1997):

• Fragmentation material are the single largest component of the tracked debris

population that covers almost about 40 percent of the total. They mostly con-

sist of upper stage explosions, destroyed vehicles (anti satellite (ASAT) tests) and

fragments that dislodged from satellites (paint flakes, pieces of thermal blankets,

etc.)

• Nonfunctional spacecraft cover approximately 25.3 percent of the debris popu-

lation. These are intact structures that have completed their mission or have had

shortened mission life due to a nondestructive malfunction.
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• Rocket bodies are about 19.4 percent of the tracked debris population, which

largely consist spent upper stages,

• Mission-related items count approximately 13.3 percent. They include items

released during staging and spacecraft separation, e.g. explosive bolts, vehicle

shrouds, etc. This type of debris also includes a population of small particles near

900 km often recognized as sodium potassium (NaK) droplets and two families of

solid rocket motor debris.

• Debris from unknown sources are the remaining 2.0 percent.

Customarily orbital debris is classified by the particle sizes as: Large—Objects with

diameter larger than 10 cm, Medium—Objects with diameter within 1 mm to 10

cm, Small—Objects with diameter less than 1 mm.

Figure 2.1.5: Orbital Debris Classification

2.2 Measurement of orbital debris and meteoroids

According to NASA Orbital debris program office, about 21,000 known objects are

bigger than 10 cm in diameter. Estimations suggest that there are more than 500,000

orbital debris particles between 1 cm and 10 cm. The number of smaller particles is

even greater. According to debris database there are hundreds of millions of pieces that

are smaller than 1 cm. All pieces of debris larger than 10 cm are carefully tracked. Even

though they cannot detect every piece, researchers do have an idea of the amount of

debris that is out there. All the debris sources listed so far are considered to result in a

population of about 3× 108 objects of diameter δ > 1 mm , which increases to 3× 1013

objects when looking at diameter δ > 1 micrometer (Klinkrad, 2006).

Measurements of near-Earth orbital debris are accomplished by conducting ground-

based and space-based observations. Remote sensing of space debris from ground-based
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measurements generally falls into two categories: radar measurements and optical mea-

surements. Typically, radar measurements have been used for space debris in LEO, while

optical measurements have been used for orbits with higher altitudes. Some important

sources of data have been the U.S. Space Surveillance Network, the Haystack X-Band

radar, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the ESA- funded Geostationary Orbit Impact

Detector (GORID), the Tracking and Imaging Radar (TIRA), and the European Incoher-

ent Scatter Radar (EISCAT). The data provide validation for the environment models

and identify the presence of new sources. Furthermore, retrieved space hardware, such

as returned surfaces from the Solar Max, the European Retrievable Carrier (Eureca)

satellite, and the Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF), have enhanced the detectable

debris database system.

Craters formation as well as the estimation of the size of the impactor particle can

be performed thanks to the number of in-situ observations on hypervelocity impact of

micro-particles which has been carried out so far. Post flight analyses of LDEF and Eureca

satellite show that a typical impact feature has a high aspect central crater (or shatter

zone if larger than ∼10 micrometer diameter), an extremely jagged inner spall zone of

about twice the diameter of the crater, an outer spall zone with a maximum dimension

about four times the crater diameter, and a fracture zone that spans a distance equal to

5-10 times the crater diameter(Simon et al., 1992).

Interplanetary Dust Experiment (IDE) on LDEF shows that minimum crater size is

about 10µm and the overall spall zone size for small particle impacts into the crystalline

IDE sensor surfaces were typically three times the size of the central crates (Simon et al.,

1992, 1993). The Eureca post flight analysis of Solar array contained more than 1000

impacts visible to the naked eye on the front side of each wing. This shows impact fea-

tures with size ranging from about 100 microns to 6.4 mm. The findings suggest that the

pit dimensions reflect the projectile’s size. Typically a projectile is 2 or 3 times smaller

than the pit diameter (Arceti et al., 1994), however, craters with diameter averaging

about 5 times the impactor diameter have also been observed (Allbrooks and Atkinson,

1992).

The historical data of these in-situ measurements of retrieved spacecraft surfaces,

analyses of lunar micro-craters, analyses of zodiacal light and observations by radars

have made it possible to roughly summarize the micrometeoroid and debris environ-

ment in terms of complex but standard flux models.

2.2.1 Modeling of space debris environment

For reliable spacecraft design, the debris impact flux must be estimated accurately.

Space agencies have put a lot of effort in this issue and developed space debris envi-

ronment models capable of estimating the flux of object at a given orbit. The accepted
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2.2. MEASUREMENT OF ORBITAL DEBRIS AND METEOROIDS

model for the space debris environment is that of Kessler, Reynolds and Anz-Meador

(Kessler et al., 1989). Based on this classic model later a few other different debris-

flux models has been developed, thanks to the data gathered from the measurements

over many years. The representative models of space debris environment are NASA’s

ORDEM2000 (Liou et al., 2002) and ESA’s MASTER (Flegel et al., 2009) and the Rus-

sian SDPA-E model (Nazarenko and Menshikov, 2001). Fig. 2.2.1 shows debris size

distribution for an orbit of 800 km and inclination of 90◦ for both NASA and ESA mod-

els. Though both ORDEM and MASTER models provide useful information regarding
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Figure 2.2.1: Comparison of Debris models (800 km altitude, 90◦inclination, Year 2013)

the current flux of orbital debris, the results obtained with these models are not always

consistent with each other. There remain considerable discrepancies in flux values for

certain ranges of debris size (Sdunnus et al., 2004; Fukushige et al., 2007; Kanemitsu

et al., 2012). One might find in Fig. 2.2.2 that for smaller debris the difference among

Item ORDEM2000 MASTER2005 MASTER2009
Source NASA ESA

Modeling approach measurement data semi-deterministic analysis

Applicable regime
Minimum size > 10µm > 1µm
Orbital regime 200-2000 km 186-36786 km

Evolutionary period 1991-2030 1957-2055
Meteoroids None Yes

Release date 2002 2006 20011

Table 2.2.1: Characteristics of the debris environment models (Kanemitsu et al., 2012)

ORDEM and MASTER models are considerably large. In fact, flux values predicted
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Figure 2.2.2: Comparison of debris between 10µm and 1 m in LEO altitude from 250 km to 1500
km at 90◦ inclined orbit, year: 2013.

by ORDEM2000 can reach up to one order of magnitude higher than MASTER2005

and MASTER2009 for debris of smaller size, however, as increases the debris size, the

discrepancies reduce; yet persist all through the trakable debris regime. Some basic

features of these most distinguished debris models at present are highlighted in Table.

2.2.1. One significant difference among the two is, MASTER model contains meteoroid

database while ORDEM does not contain meteoroid data.

The Kessler model (Kessler et al., 1989) is based on the orbital element sets supplied

by the USSPACECOM (U.S Space Command), optical measurements by telescopic data

by MIT, and hypervelocity impact data from Solar Maximum Mission satellite. The

model assumes that all the debris particles are in circular orbits, hence, have a speed in

common with that of any spacecraft in the same orbit and the same altitude. Therefore,

the model implies that impacts can only happen plane parallel to the Earth’s surface

and will appear from a direction relative to the spacecraft velocity vector(Kessler et al.,

1989; Meshishnek, 1995).
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Most of the man-made objects tracked and cataloged by USSPACECOM in LEO are,

however, in near-circular orbits. Models that describe directional properties of orbital

debris often consider them all in circular orbit, since there are so few objects in elliptical

orbits. Although, data from LDEF indicate a significant number of impacts on the trailing

edge of LDEF. Particularly, this is due to impact with debris in low inclination elliptical

orbit. This means low inclination highly elliptical orbits are not adequately represented

by the orbital debris catalogue and thus will cause uncertainty in velocity and direction

distribution.

Small objects distribution in space have been describe using statistical methods,

while the cataloged objects are deterministically known. The cumulative flux of orbital

debris of size d and larger on a randomly tumbling spacecraft orbiting at altitude, h,

inclination i, in the year t, when the solar activity was S, is given by (Kessler et al.,

1989):

F (d, h, i, t, S) = H(d)Φ(h, S)Ψ(i)[F1(d)g1(t) + F2(d)g2(t)] (2.2.1)

where,

F = flux, in impacts/m2/year

d = orbital debris diameter

t = time, in years

h = altitude, in Km (350 < h < 2000)

S = 13 month smoothed 10.7 cm wavelength solar flux for year t− 1, in 104 Jy, 1 Jy =

10−26Wm−2Hz−1

Averaged over all altitudes, the non-normalized collision velocity distribution f(v)

is the number of impacts with velocities between v and v + dv. Considering debris in

local horizontal plane, f(v) relative to a spacecraft with orbital inclination i is given by:

f(v) = {2vv0 − v2}{Ge−((v−Av0)/(Bv0))2

+ F e−((v−Dv0)/(Ev0))2}+HC(4vv0 − v2) (2.2.2)

where v is the collision velocity in km/s, A is constant, and B,C,D,E, F,G,H,

and v0 are functions of the orbital inclination of the spacecraft. According to the model

(Kessler et al., 1989) direction of impact is assumed to be specified by the intersection

of spacecraft velocity vector and another circular orbit. That is all the velocity vectors

will be in a plane tangent to the Earth’s surface.

Collision velocities vary with orbital altitude and inclination. Debris collision ve-

locities in LEO, vary from almost 0 km/s to greater than 15 km/s. Figure 2.2.3 shows

numerically normalized velocity distribution function with cataloged objects at various
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inclination as a function of a LEO object’s velocity. High velocity impacts occur at higher

inclinations.
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Figure 2.2.3: Normalized collision velocity distribution as a function of the debris velocity for a
spacecraft with orbit inclinations of 28.5◦, 63◦, and 90◦.

It is also important to identify from the velocity distribution, the angle at which de-

bris is likely to strike a spacecraft. The fact that debris are not exactly in circular orbits

will introduce a small error in direction. This is the reason, LDEF encountered impacts

in side walls. The impacts at high velocity will almost occur very near to the local hori-

zontal plane. For velocities less than 2 km/s, the uncertainty is large. Impacts can occur

within ∼ 20◦ from the direction provided by Kessler model. Typical debris flux distri-

bution at local horizontal plane is shown in Fig. 2.2.4 highlighting the concentration of

debris within ±20◦ from local azimuth for a case at high inclination.

On the other hand, particles of natural origin encompasses the the meteoroid en-

vironment. For design purposes, the meteoroid environment can be assumed to be

omnidirectional relative to Earth. Particles come from almost all the directions expect

from Earth direction. However, it behaves like directional relative to spacecraft mov-

ing through meteoroid environment with most meteoroids coming from the direction

of motion (Committee on Space Debris, 1995). Different models like Grün et al inter-

planetary model (Grün et al., 1985), Divine Model (Divine, 1993), Divine-Staubach

Model(Staubach et al., 1997), Interplanetary Meteoroid Engineering Model (IMEM)

(Dikarev et al., 2005), Meteoroid Engineering Model (MEM)(Jones, 2004) are avail-

able that provides meteoroid flux data, all fairly in good agreement.
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Figure 2.2.4: Debris flux at horizontal plane(H: 850 km, i: 90◦, year 2013).

Normalized meteoroid velocity distribution with respect to Earth is expressed as

(Anderson and Smith, 1994),

n(v) = 0.112, 11.1 ≤ v < 16.3 km/s

n(v) = 3.328× 105 v−5.34, 16.3 ≤ v < 55 km/s

n(v) = 1.695× 10−4, 55 ≤ v < 72.2 km/s (2.2.3)

Fig. 2.2.5 shows the meteoroid velocity distribution. In summary, meteoroid flux is

characterized by: a) Negligible dependence from orbit altitude, inclination and epoch,

b) Maximum values for particle size ∼ 10−8 m (i.e. the lower bound of the model’s out-

put), c) Meteoroid velocity distribution has an average of about 17 km/s and negligible

contributions for velocity lower than 10 km/s and higher than 25 km/s, however, it is

assumed to be about 19 km/s relative to an orbiting satellite.
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Figure 2.2.5: Normalized meteoroid velocity distribution with respect to earth.

2.2.2 Orbital Debris Engineering Model (ORDEM2000)

The NASA Orbital Debris Program Office at Johnson Space Center (JSC) has devel-

oped an empirical model, Orbital debris engineering model- ORDEM2000 (Liou et al.,

2002). The model describes the orbital debris environment in the low Earth orbit region

between 200 and 2,000 km altitude. The model which has established as a benchmark

for debris analysis is appropriate for engineering solutions requiring knowledge and

estimates of the orbital debris environment (debris spatial density, flux, etc.).

A large set of observational data (both in-situ and ground-based), covering the ob-

ject size range from 10 µm to 10 m is incorporated in the mode. A new analytical

technique utilizing a maximum likelihood estimator has been employed to convert ob-

servations by radar/in-situ experiment data into debris population probability distribu-

tion functions, which later forms the basis of debris populations. ORDEM2000 uses a

finite element model to process the debris populations to form the debris environment.

A more capable input and output structure and a user-friendly graphical user interface

are also implemented in the model. ORDEM2000 has been subjected to a significant

verification and validation effort. Recently, a new version ORDEM3.0 has been released

after a long gap with some additional features missing in the previous one.

Most data on space debris comes from: Space Surveillance Network (SSN) catalog,

Observation results from Haystack radar, Haystack Auxiliary radar, and Goldstone radar,

Retrieved objects having undergone surface inspection, such as the Long-Duration Ex-

posure Facility (LDEF), European Retrieval Carrier (EuRECA), solar arrays of the Hubble

Space Telescope (HST), windows and radiators of the U.S. space shuttle, and the Space

Flyer Unit (SFU), along with exposure package experiment data on the Mir space sta-

tion.
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2.2.3 Meteoroid and Space Debris Terrestrial Environment Reference (MAS-
TER2009)

The MASTER model (Flegel et al., 2009) is based on semi-deterministic analysis

that includes the orbit propagation of debris from all major sources of debris. The

model describes the man-made and natural particle environment of the Earth and its

incident flux on user defined target orbits from an impactor of 10 m down to 1µm.

MASTER consists of a flux and spatial density prediction tool which combines a quick

assessment of spatial density characteristics with high resolution flux results and addi-

tional analytical capabilities. Currently, MASTER considers fragmentation from on-orbit

explosions and collisions, dust and slag from Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) firings, sodium-

potassium (NaK) coolant droplets from RORSAT satellites, surface degradation particles

(paint flakes), ejecta and West Ford needles (as part of the LMRO population).

Figure 2.2.6: Spatial density of objects as function of altitude and debris object size (MAS-
TER2009)(Klinkrad, 2006)

The model offers Flux results relative to an orbiting target or to an inertial vol-

ume that can be resolved into source terms, impactor characteristics and orbit, impact

velocity and direction. The collected data for MASTER-2009 model include date un-

til May 2009. The major revisions include: Event list (234, SRM 1964, Cosmos-2251

and Iridium-33 collision) Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI) fragments; Population cloud with

code number 25730 as given by the U.S. SSN to identify fragments from the explosion of

the Feng-Yun 1C satellite (Kanemitsu et al., 2012). Though both of these debris models

provide useful information regarding the current flux of orbital debris, there remains

some discrepancies in the obtained values of flux for certain range of debris size (Sdun-

nus et al., 2004).
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Chapter 3
Debris removal with electrodynamic
tether

In order to limit the increase of space debris, there exists an international effort

focused on developing countermeasures, which has led to increased use of passivation

techniques to avoid on-orbit break-ups, improved spacecraft shielding against impact

by small objects, and the mitigation guidelines of a 25-year lifetime rule for LEO and

graveyard orbit for GEO. Two well known activities in this field, famously known as Post

Mission Disposal (PMD) and Active Debris Removal (ADR), if implemented effectively,

could serve to resolve this issue.

The first one refers to the disposal of spacecrafts at the end of its useful life and

the removal of inert objects like spent upper stages of rockets, and already defunct

satellites that stay over for quite a considerable amount of time without serving any

useful purposes, refers to ADR. The last one is particularly difficult as it involves legal

issues and one extra technology apart from de-orbiting, that is an appropriate capturing

mechanism to successfully capture the debris object to de-orbit. Immediate de-orbiting,

such as de-orbiting spent upper stages of rockets, can eventually permit avoiding the

dangerous fragmentation which characterize the time evolution of most space debris.

This Chapter gives the preliminary discussion of tether system in space, starting

with the on going concerns in recent days and in Sec. 3.2 some historical background

of well-known tethered missions in the past. Sec. 3.3 describes the basic physics behind

electrodynamic tether system. The principal cause of tether failure/cut-off is due to

particle impact at very high velocity. Sec. 3.4 details the physics and mechanism behind

hypervelocity impact and reviews the past experiments that describes the morphology

of hole growth during impact on thin target. This allows to understand the concept of

hypervelocity impact failure mechanism to later apply on tether sever.
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3.1 Current Research Scenario on reducing Orbital debris:

Concern about the growth of space debris, has aggravated by the increase in the

number of countries with direct access to space, thanks to the advancement in technol-

ogy and competitive business that allows launching satellites at lower cost. In recent

days some measures have been taken to improve this situation by preventing generation

of new debris and responsible use of space by de-orbiting upper stages and spacecraft

after mission completion. Initiatives have already been taken by different agencies like

NASA and ESA to handle this issue. A number of different ideas that are involved to

resolve this issue includes capturing dead satellite/large debris using robotic arm/net,

Drag-augmentation devices, Solar sail, deflecting debris/satellites and shepherding us-

ing ion-beams etc. are to name a few.

Recent projects approved by the European Commissions(EC) under its seventh Frame-

work Programme FP7 show the ongoing concern on this issue. One of them is the Bare

Electrodynamic Tethers project (BETs) which lasted from 2010-2014 and involved re-

search and development of an efficient de-orbit system, to be carried in the future by

every launched spacecraft (Sanmart́ın et al., 2012a,b).

Main objectives and achievements of the BETs project can be summarized as follows:

A dedicated system is required for satellites naturally orbiting at ionospheric altitudes

where air drag is very weak. The system considered in the project involves magnetic

drag on a current-carrying conductive tape, with no propellant and no power supply, and

generates power on board. The simplicity of this system and the combined basic metrics:

Frontal Area × De-orbit Time and System-to-Spacecraft Mass Ratio, beats alternative

systems (enhanced air drag, and rocket and electrical thrust). The orbital tether motion

relative to the co-rotating magnetized plasma drives the current in the tether and arises

Magnetic drag, a dissipative mechanism like air drag.

Studies of plasma-tether interaction under ambient-plasma variations along orbit,

performance dependence on orbital altitude/inclination, trade-off against alternative

systems; numerical simulations of current to a bare tether; studies of orbit/tether dy-

namics, and of both tether survival and the tether itself as debris were included in the

Work Programme.

De-orbiting a satellite representative in both orbit and mass in LEO was considered.

Programme highlighted the significant tasks involving i) Design and manufacturing the

tether as a tape with possible materials-structure both lengthwise and in its cross section,

and a study of materials; ii) deployment strategy, and design/manufacturing of subsys-

tems: tether-deployment mechanism, end mass, electric control and driving module,

electron-ejecting plasma contactor, and interface elements; and iii) microgravity, and

hypervelocity-impact and tether-current laboratory tests (CORDIS, 2014).
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3.2 Early History of Tether satellite missions

More than 60 years before the advent of space era in 1895 the great visionary Tsi-

olkovskii in his work ‘Day-Dreams of Earth and Heaven’, showed several possible appli-

cations of space tethers (Tsiolkovskii, 1961). The conception of using tethered satellites

to create artificial gravity definitely the most remarkable one. Many years later in 1963,

the gravity gradient role on tether dynamics was pointed out by Chobotov on the mo-

tion of a tethered satellite in orbit (Chobotov, 1963). The beginning of the space tether

experiments date back to 1966 with in the framework of Gemini Programme. Manned

spacecrafts for NASA Gemini 11 and Gemini 12 missions used tether to link with their

Agena upper stage. This was done to investigate the dynamics of linking two spacecraft

with a tether (Lang and Nolting, 1967). Some early historical tethered satellite missions

are briefly mentioned in the following. Table 3.2.1 briefly summarizes some of the past

tether deployments,

Mission Date Orbit Length Comments
Gemini 11 1967 LEO 30m Spin stabilized (0.15rmp)
Gemini 12 1967 LEO 30m Gravity gradient; stable swing
H-9M-69 1980 sub-orbital 500m Partial deployment
S-520-1 1981 sub-orbital 500m Partial deployment
Charge-1 1983 sub-orbital 500m Full deployment
Charge-2 1984 sub-orbital 500m Full deployment
Echo-7 1988 sub-orbital Magnetic field alignment

Oedipus-A 1989 sub-orbital 958m Spin stabilized (0.7rpm)
Charge-2B 1992 sub-orbital 500m Full deployment

TSS-1 1992 LEO 20km Conductive, deployed/retrieved
SEDS-1 1993 LEO 20km Downward deployment/cut

PMG 1993 LEO 500m Conductive, upward deployment
SEDS-2 1994 LEO 20km Downward deployment

Oedipus-C 1995 sub-orbital 1km Spin stabilized (0.7rpm)
TSS-1R 1996 LEO 19.6km Conductive, failed due to of arcing

TiPS 1996 LEO 4km At 1022km/63.4◦, severed in 2006
ATEx 1999 LEO 6km Released after deploying only 22m

ProSEDS 2005 LEO 13.1km Cancelled for ISS safety
YES2 2007 LEO 31.7km Fully two-stage deployment
T-REX 2010 sub-orbital 132.6m Successfully deployed

Table 3.2.1: History of major space tether deployments (Klinkrad, 2006; Kruijff, 2011)

3.2.1 TSS-1 mission

Tethered Satellite System-1 (TSS-1), a joint NASA-Italian Space Agency project, was

flown during STS-46 aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis from July 31 to August 8, 1992
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(Dobrowolny and Stone, 1994). The TSS-1 mission discovered a lot about the dynamics

of the tethered system, although the satellite was deployed only 260 meters. Techni-

cal difficulties in the deployment reel system, jammed the deployment mechanism and

prevented deployment to full extension (Levin, 2007). It deployed far enough though,

to show that it could be deployed, controlled, and retrieved, and that the TSS was easy

to control and even more stable than predicted. The mission was re-flown in 1996 as

TSS-1R (Gilchrist et al., 1998).

3.2.2 TSS-1R mission

As a follow-up mission to TSS-1, after four years later, the TSS-1R sattelite was re-

leased in February 1996 from the Space Shuttle on the STS-75 mission. The Tethered

Satellite System program was designed to provide the opportunity to explore certain

space plasma-electrodynamic processes (associated with high-voltage bodies and elec-

trical currents in space) and the orbital mechanics of a gravity-gradient stabilized system

of two satellites linked by a long conducting tether (Stone et al., 1999). Over 19 kilo-

meters of the tether were deployed before it burned through due to sparking (Chobotov

and Mains, 1999).

3.2.3 SEDS 1 and 2

The first fully successful orbital flight test of a long tether system was SEDS-1, which

tested the simple deploy-only “Small Expendable Deployer System” as a research con-

tract awarded to Joe Carroll by NASA Marshall Space Flight Center. NASA launched

two “Small Expendable Deployer System” experiments (SEDS-1 and SEDS-2) in 1993

and 1994. It deployed 20 km tethers attached to a spent Delta-II second stage. The

end mass payload was developed by NASA’s Langley Research Center in order to mon-

itor the dynamics of a tethered satellite (Cosmo and Lorenzini, 1997). The tether was

eventually cut after one orbit. This hurl the payload and tether onto a reentry trajec-

tory off the Mexican coast. The reentry was enough accurate and it was possible for a

pre-positioned observer to videotape the payload re-entry and burn-up (Carroll, 1993).

A follow-on less ambitious experiment using the SEDS deployer, PMG (Plasma Motor

Generator), deployed a 500 m tether to demonstrate electrodynamic tether operation.

In these experiments, not only were tether models verified, the tests successfully showed

that the Lorentz drag force can be turned around into a thrust force, by actively sending

electrons upward through the cable (McCoy et al., 1995).

SEDS-2, a SPECTRA-1000 tether of 0.78 mm diameter, was launched on a Delta

(along with a GPS Block 2 satellite) on March 9, 1994. The tether suffered a cut just
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after 3.7 days on orbit at 350 km altitude. The payload reentered (as expected) within

hours, but the remaining 7.2 km length at the Delta end appeared to remain intact for

the remaining 54 observable days of its orbit life until re-entry on May 7, 1994 (Carroll

and Oldson, 1995). This means for a 0.78 mm diameter braided Spectra tether, in 460

observable km-days of exposure, there was 1 cut.

3.2.4 TiPS

As a project of the US Naval Research Laboratory, in 1996 The Tether Physics and

Survivability Experiment (TiPS) was launched. The two tethered objects called “Ralph”

and “Norton” was investigated for dynamic behavior. Unlike SEDS-2, a 2 mm diameter

and 4 km long tether into a circular orbit, at an altitude of 1022 km and inclination of

63.4◦ survived about 10 years in the TiPS mission (NRO, 1996).

In the early 2000’s another tether-mission, named Propulsive Small Expendable De-

ployer System (ProSEDs) was planned to demonstrate the electrodynamic capabilities of

bare tethers by deploying a 5 km long bare tether and 7 km of a non-conductive tether

from a Delta-II stage. Unfortunately, after several delays, the mission was canceled fi-

nally in 2003 due to the collision risk with the ISS (Lorenzini et al., 2003; Johnson et al.,

2000).

3.3 Space tether for mitigation of orbital debris:

An elegant way of removing objects from orbit is by means of electrodynamic teth-

ers, which consist of a long conductive wire with a small end-mass, possibly including an

electron emitter or collector. An electrodynamic tether (EDT) as a device for de-orbiting

defunct satellites or spent upper stages from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is an innovative

concept proposed by Mario Grossi (Grossi, 1995). In this framework of activities, being

highly effective technology to be used as de-orbiting devices in the near future, elec-

trodynamic tether system can play an important role (Ahedo and Sanmart́ın, 2002; Iess

et al., 2002a,b). Orbit manoeuver (Estes et al., 2000) or power generation systems (Gal-

lagher et al., 1998) are among other versatile modes that tethers are capable of working,

apart from orbit decay. For more than a decade till now different studies have been car-

ried out on various tether configurations and de-orbiting performance (Forward et al.,

1998; Vannaroni et al., 1999; van der Heide and Kruijff, 2001; Gilchrist et al., 2002;

Nishimine, 2002; Pearson et al., 2003; Sanmart́ın et al., 2010), providing a propellant-

less, cost-effective solution to deorbiting dead satellites as well as future satellites after

their desired work-life. The bare tether concept, which has the tether bare of insulation,
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collecting electrons itself, has eliminated the need for a plasma contactor at the anodic

end (Sanmart́ın et al., 1991, 1993).

In debris mitigation scenario, the orbital altitude decay rate is greater at relatively

low altitudes, due to higher density of ionospheric plasma, with maximum efficiency

for equatorial orbits due to a combination of ionospheric density and larger induced

voltage.

Figure 3.3.1: Gravity gradient stabilization between tethered satellite and end-mass depicted in an
artist rendering.

As an electrodynamic tether intersects the magnetic field lines of the Earth, an elec-

tric potential is built along the tether (see Fig. 3.3.1). At the ambient plasma there

is a motional electric field, Em = (v − vpl) × B in the orbiting tether frame, with

plasma velocity vpl negligible in LEO. For a not too wide bare tape, this results in collec-

tion of electron over positive segment, in the orbital motion limited regime (Sanmart́ın

and Estes, 1999), hence driving a current. Large electromotive force which involves

the component Em along the tether length L produces orbital drop from initial alti-

tude. Overall current balance requires a plasma contactor, typically a Hollow Cathode,

to eject electrons at ambient plasma at the cathodic end. The interaction of this cur-

rent and the Earth’s magnetic field creates a decelerating Lorentz force (electrodynamic

drag). The larger the Lorentz force, the higher the orbital decay rate. Lorentz force

equation in terms of current conducted in a tether interacting with a magnetic field can

be expressed as,

F =

L̂

0

Idl ×B (3.3.1)

where I is the current flowing in the tether, dl is the differential element of tether

length L, and B is the local geomagnetic filed. One important design parameter to con-

sider is the length L, whose value determines the induced voltage and therefore together
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with the impedance, the current flowing in the system. Typically, shorter tethers imply

significantly longer de-orbit time. On the other hand, long tethers, though attractive in

performance, incur in terms of extra mass and greater exposed area for severing by de-

bris particles. Effective optimization and selecting the proper tether design parameters

(L,w, h) would allow an efficient de-orbit device.

A tether can be damaged or cut due to manufacturing defects, mishandling during

deployment from spacecraft, or material degradations. These problems however can

be solved by proper tether design, deploying mechanism, and material selection. The

key design issue for tether systems in LEO is the risk of tethers being cut by space

objects orbiting around. To reduce the risk of severing, it is necessary to study the

sever mechanism of tether in hypervelocity impact by debris/meteoroids and design

accordingly.

3.4 Impact damage and energy considerations: Hypervelocity

impact

The functionality of a tether greatly depends on its survivability during the mission

against the risk of hypervelocity impact with debris particles. So it is useful to under-

stand the mechanism of impact in hypervelocity. In discussing the risk of debris impact

on space vehicle/objects, a recent example could show us reality. In 2007 during the

STS -120 mission for some reason the Solar Array Wing (SAW) tore down. Later re-

search leads to the discovery of the reason behind this incidence. The ISS P6 Solar

Array Wing(SAW) tear was caused mainly due to the micro meteoroids impact on the

guide wire. During the SAW 4B deployment the operation was halted at about 90%

deployment time, as the solar array began to tear in two places. After an extravehicular

activity (EVA) to repair the solar array, a removed piece of guide wire was returned to

the ground for analysis.

Scientists of Hyper velocity Impact Technology (HVIT) Team at the Johnson Space

Center Astromaterials Research and Exploration Science(ARES) Directorate examined

the frayed end of the guide wire by scanning electron microscopes (SEM). Among the

several specimens three of the wires at their broken ends appeared to have been melted

at one time. The meteoroids particles, which were main cause behind this failure, typ-

ically impact at very high speed and release a large amount of energy. Due to melting

and plastic flow, this results in the displacement of target material with a mass 10 to

100 times the mass of a projectile, (ODQN, 2011a).

The speed of an impactor is called hypervelocity when it exceeds the velocity of

sound in the impacted material. Since the average speed of a particle in LEO is about 7
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Figure 3.4.1: Hypervelocity impact damage on ISS SAW guide wire (ODQN, 2011a)

∼ 10 km/s for orbital debris and about 20 km/s for micrometeoroids and the speeds of

sound in aluminium and steel are 5.4 km/s and 4.6 km/s, respectively, most of the im-

pacts happen in the hypervelocity regime. In particular, in the hypervelocity regime the

velocities are so high that the strength of materials upon impact is very small compared

to inertial stresses and the impacting objects experience the effects of shock heating

(Przemieniecki, 1991; McKnight et al., 1995). Thus, even metals behave like fluids

under hypervelocity impact.

Extreme hyper velocity results in vaporization of the impactor and target. In hy-

pervelocity regime the collisions are no longer elastic, where the strict conservation of

kinetic energy is observed, neither the materials act as ideal solids. Moreover in case of

discussing the sever of tether, apart from its strange geometry that makes it critical to

understand the perfect collision dynamics, the material also counts for determining the

sever and further fragmentation. The overall specific structure i.e the geometry, material

will determine how much energy it actually needs to cause the complete breakup.

McKnight introduced the term EMR (Energy to Mass Ratio) which actually is the

encountered energy density (event energy per target mass) (McKnight, 1993). The

threshold for complete fragmentation is in the range of 35 to 45J/g. This indicates to

cause complete break up in space the ratio of impactor’s kinetic energy to the target

mass with which it collides is greater than about 40J/g (McKnight et al., 1995). In LEO

region it is possible to completely destroy an space object by an impact with a debris

as little as 0.1% of its own(space object) mass. However, one might also consider the

impact geometry and the velocity.

Most of the hypervelocity impacts on thick solids show the formation of craters/pits

which typically have a hemispherical shape as it can be seen in Fig. 3.4.2. These craters

can be classified in three different regimes as, (a) pit, (b) pit and inner spall zone,

and (c) inner and outer spall zone, depending on the thickness of the impacted surface
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Figure 3.4.2: Hypervelocity impact damage on thick target. ESA space debris studies: hypervelocity
impact sample Id 290197. Source: ESA

(Cour-Palais, 1974). When a hypervelocity particle strikes a surface, a shock propagates

in both media. If the surface thickness is very small relative to the diameter of the par-

ticle, then the propagating shock into the surface overtakes the compression wave in

the particle. This disruption does not allow the particle enough time to get very hot,

as a result it actually produces a punctured hole almost same size of the impactor. It is

obvious that the hypervelocity impact damages are caused due to the conversion of the

large kinetic energy of the particle to thermal energy. As the ratio of target thickness to

impactor diameter increases the reflected shock does not have time to overtake the com-

pression wave in the particle, thus the particle melts or vaporizes creating a spall zone

(Hastings and Garrett, 2004), often excavating a hemispherical pit of diameter several

times the impactor diameter (Hayashida and Robinson, 1992; Ryan and Christiansen,

2010; Simon et al., 1992).

To understand the nature of hyperveocity impact and the formation of impact craters

or punctured holes, significant number of research has been carried out in the past.

Impact into thin or finite target produces either a crater or a perforation. Craters formed

in thin targets are little different in appearance compared to those formed in a thick

one. With the increment of particle size compare to the thickness of foil, “classical”

form of foil penetration is developed with lip formation on the front and rear surfaces.

As the particle becomes large compared to foil thickness, the difference between the

hole diameter and the particle size eventually reduces to a negligible amount so that

the particle actually “punches out” its geometric cross section. Gardner et al. (1997)

summarizes the hole growth characteristics for hypervelocity impact on a thin target
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with finite thickness and increasing particle size as follows,

• Dh = 0, cratering occurs. Dh is the hole diameter, Dc is crater diameter and Dl is

the distance between the crater lips.

• Dh < δ, marginal perforation, δ is the particle diameter. Spall forms on the rear

surface.

• Dh > δ > h, penetration, h is the thickness of the thin foil. Characteristic lips are

fully developed on the rear surface.

• Dh = δ >> h, undisturbed penetration. Particle eventually punches out its geo-

metric shape without significantly damaging the target foil.

Figure 3.4.3: Morphology of hole growth in hypervelocity impact

Fig. 3.4.3 shows a summary of hole formation during hypervelocity impact. As the

difference between the target thickness and the particle size reduces, more uniform

punctured holes are easy to encounter.

On the other hand, velocity of impact also plays a vital role on formation of dam-

age. In thin foils intermediate size particles can cause a hole around 5 times the particle
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diameter (Hörz et al., 1995). Significant number of research (Carey et al., 1985; Ny-

smith and Denardo, 1969; Maiden et al., 1963) based on LDEF data and impact tests

on various target materials has been carried out to understand the correct morphol-

ogy of hole growth on different materials upon hypervelocity impact, varying projectile

material density, impact velocity and impact orientation. Damage equations are quite

often used for spacecraft design issues and shielding purposes. The generic clear hole

equation used in ESABASE/DEBRIS (Gäde and Miller, 2013) reads,

Dh = {K0

(
h

δ

)λ
ρβpν

γ(cosα)ερνt +A}δ (3.4.1)

where, density ρ is in g/cm3, vp in km/s and other parameters are in cgs.

The clear hole equation is only valid for a full perforation, i.e mainly for thin foils.

The limit of validity is given by the relation h/δ < 10. Other parameters of this classic

formula are given in Table. 3.4.1 accordingly. This equation, however, predicts particles

larger than hole when Dh becomes very large.

Equation K0 λ β γ ξ ν A

Maiden-McMillan 0.88 2/3 0 1 1 0 0.9
Nysmith-Denardo 0.88 0.45 0.5 0.5 0.5 0 0

Table 3.4.1: Standard Classic hole size equation parameters

Probably the best known hole growth formula is referred to as CMD equation after

the authors Carey, McDonnell and Dixon (Carey et al., 1985). The equation of Gardner,

McDonnell and Collier Gardner et al. (1997) (or GMC equation) is rather interesting

because instead of giving hole diameter caused in a given foil by a known particle it

gives the diameter of the particle that caused a known hole. The equation takes the

form,

δ

h
= A

(
10

9 + eDh/hB

)
+
Dh

h

(
1− e−

Dh
hB

)
(3.4.2)

where A and B are dependent on the projectile and target materials. For aluminium

target the values of A and B are given as,

A = 6.97

(
vpρp
√
σhρh

)−0.723(
σh

σAl

)−0.217

h−0.053 (3.4.3)

B =

vp ≤ 6.0 km/s : 1.85× 10−3vp − 0.004

vp > 6.0 km/s : 0.74× 10−3vp + 6.66
(3.4.4)
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where, h is in µm, vp is in km/s and all other units are in SI.
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Figure 3.4.4: The GMC hole growth equation (Gardner et al., 1997), foil thickness h = 50µm
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Figure 3.4.5: The GMC hole growth equation, foil thickness h = 50µm

Figures 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 shows the characteristics of the GMC equation. It is observed

that the impact velocity is significant until Dh/h ' 100.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of Survivability of Space
tether

In the present Chapter we have formulated a simple analytical model to calculate

fatal impact rate. To date, the tether survivability issue is an open question, even af-

ter in-orbit demonstrations in the past. Previous research in this issue and available

experimental data that offers estimation of minimum impactor size has brought to con-

sideration for implementing the effective collision area formulation. Sec. 4.3 does an

analytical approximation of flux -vs- debris diameter profile generated by ORDEM2000

flux data by considering simple power law. Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.4 construct the fatal

impact rate formulation that makes use of the analytically modeled flux for equal mass

and length round wire and tape tether respectively. This allows us to compare the fatal

impact rate of the two, for a given case at a particular orbit at a given time, elaborated in

Sec. 4.5. When compared numerically, applying both ORDEM2000 and MASTER2009

population data, our model predicts better survival probability for the tape. Finally, Sec.

4.6 concludes the summary of the main findings of this chapter with discussions of the

results obtained.

4.1 Factors associated with tether survival

Tether survivability issue is still inconclusive after having a number of tethers de-

ployed in space missions in the past: in the SEDS-2 experiment (Small Expendable De-

ployer System)(Cosmo and Lorenzini, 1997), a tether of 0.78 mm diameter and ∼19.7

This Chapter is based in (Khan and Sanmart́ın, 2013), “Survival probability of round and tape tethers
against debris impact. Journal of Spacecraft and Rockets, Vol. 50(3), pp. 603–608. Preliminary results
were presented in 39th COSPAR Scientific Assembly 14-22 July 2012, Mysore, India.
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km length was severed just after 3.7 days on orbit at 350 km altitude. The remaining 7.2

km length at the Delta end appeared to be intact for the rest of the 54 observable days

of its orbit life until re-entry on 7 May 1994 (Carroll and Oldson, 1995). This means

for a 0.78 mm diameter braided Spectra tether, in 460 observable km-days of exposure,

there was 1 cut. Unlike SEDS-2, a 2 mm diameter and 4 km long tether in circular orbit,

at an altitude of 1022 km and inclination of 63.4◦ survived about 10 years in the TiPS

mission (Tether Physics and Survivability Experiment)(NRO, 1996).

In this framework, several studies have been carried out to evaluate the survivabil-

ity of round-wire tethers to M/OD impact, showing that depending on single strand or

woven configuration of the round wire, a particle with size from 1/6 (Hayashida and

Robinson, 1993) to 1/3 or 1/2 of the tether diameter (Bade et al., 1996) is enough to

cut the round tether. Other suggested values for this issue range about 0.25 and 0.33

times the tether diameter (Pardini et al., 2007, 2009). A tether is assumed to fail if any

part of an adequately large debris passes within 0.35 × the tether diameter (Cosmo and

Lorenzini, 1997) or 0.3 × the tether diameter (Hoyt and Forward, 1995), of the cen-

ter of the tether. Other results available from ground testing provide more information

about the critical impactor size. Extrapolations from the hypervelocity impact experi-

ment measurements up to 15 km/s indicate that 90% of a lightly loaded (5% of tensile

strength) tether can be destroyed by particles of ∼53 % and ∼81% of tether diameter if

impacted by meteoroid and debris respectively (Sabath and Paul, 1997).

At hypervelocity impact, solids behave like compressible and the impact shock wave

has explosion-like effects. These results are based on the assumption that any impact

on the wire excavates a crater whose volume depends on the M/OD kinetic energy, and

they indeed provide a first estimation of the ballistic limit of a tether. Furthermore, the

damage dependence from the impact velocity and impact angle is not considered (this

latter parameter could be particularly important for tethers with non-axis-symmetric

cross section).

The effective life time of a tether can be substantially improved by proper tether

design. Recently, tape tethers have been proposed for end-of-life satellite de-orbiting

(Ahedo and Sanmart́ın, 2002; Fujii et al., 2011), and prototypes are currently under

development in the framework of the European Commission FP7 BETs project (Bare

Electrodynamic Tethers)(Sanmart́ın et al., 2012a,b). In this context, to evaluate the

survivability of tapes against M/OD impacts and compare it with that of round wires

has become a necessity, and a comprehensive analysis on the subject has been initiated

(Khan and Sanmart́ın, 2013, 2014). In fact, flat and thin tape tether has a longer lifetime

than conventional round wire of same mass and length. In the following, we will discuss

about the comparison between round and tape tethers of equal mass and length. This

core part of the study represents a fundamental step to analyze and to formulate the

risk computations for tethers.
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Before starting to deal with the survivability of tether against debris impact, one

must consider the mechanism of tether cut-off in space under a high velocity impact. It

is not an exception that such a tiny particle could sever a tether several times larger than

its own diameter. In reality due to this high velocity impact even with tiny particles, the

tether does not actually get cut, rather it explodes at the point of collision.

The failure of a tether due to impact with debris requires two basic factors.

• First, there must be a minimum size of debris that will be able to cut it. The kinetic

energy of the particle (increasing as δ3) needs to be high enough to cause damage

by local shock heating and plastic flow of materials, where δ is generic debris size.

• Second, there should be a minimum volume overlap between tether and debris.

The collision is different from collisions of gas atoms; one has to consider the

“macroscopic size” of the debris. The impact should cause a loss of volume from

the tether to fail or, in other words, the impact should cost an amount of tether

material removed from its edge to produce the cut, because a bruising impact will

certainly not be enough to cause the tether cut-off.

The impact risk might need integration over all possible size-range of debris and

over the impact angle. For each impactor at a given impact angle, effective impact area

also differs. This is the most notable consideration that makes the tape tethers having

longer lifetime than round wires of equal length and mass, under debris impact.

4.2 Survivability of a round tether

Let us consider the typical case of a round-wire tether of diameterD extremely small

compared to its length L. For an EDT, the length is one of the most important param-

eters to consider, since its value plays a vital role in determining the electrodynamic

performance of tethers. Generally, in a satellite de-orbit mission, shorter tethers will

take significantly longer time to de-orbit, due to their smaller induced voltage and cur-

rent. Long tethers, however, though attractive in performance, incur in terms of extra

mass and greater exposed area for particle impact. The longer the tether, the higher the

instantaneous probability of getting severed by particles moving around, yet the over-

all probability to encounter fatal impact might be lower as long tether will allow faster

de-orbit.

During the analysis of collision, the prime interest should be not just to calculate

the number of impacts with debris but the number of fatal impacts that will cause the

failure of a tether (Anz-Meador, 2001). The collision risk is roughly characterized by
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the product of tether frontal area, de-orbit time and debris flux. The fatal impact rate

can be expressed in terms of differential flux as,

Nc

L∆t
≡ ṅc = −

δ∞ˆ

δm

dF

dδ
dδ Deff (δ) (4.2.1)

where LDeff (δ) is some effective tether frontal area and F (δ) is the cumulative debris

flux, the flux of debris with size ranging from δ to some convenient large value δ∞. F (δ)

specifically depends on orbital altitude and inclination. Nc is the total number of fatal

impacts, which is proportional to the length of tether and the tether resident time 4t in

space. Typically, the value of δ∞ is taken as 1 m. The minimum size of debris δm that

could sever the tether, is considered to be some fraction of the original tether diameter,

say δm = fmD. The value of fm comes from energy consideration and empirical results.

Observations from the retrieved satellites and worn-out surfaces show that high

speed impact creates hemispherical pits on the impacted surfaces. Moreover, as already

discussed, hemispherical pits caused by debris during Hypervelocity Impact (HVI) typi-

cally have diameter 3 times debris diameter (McKnight et al., 1995). A simple consid-

eration then suggests a representative value fm = 1/3. Equating the excavated volume

shown in Fig. 4.2.1 to the volume of the typical hemisphere one may write,

π
D2

4
δm =

1

2
.
4

3
π

(
3δm

2

)3

→ δm =
D

3
(4.2.2)

Figure 4.2.1: A possible cut of a round tether

The ‘macroscopic size’ of debris compels to consider an ‘effective’ diameter,Deff , lying

in the range D < Deff < δ + D. This takes into account the second factor highlighted

prior to the beginning of sec. 4.2 that debris collision with tethers differs from collisions

of gas atoms, leading to the condition Deff > D; on the other hand, the ‘effective’
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diameter Deff is less than D + δ, because a bruising impact will not cut the tether. For

a round wire one may then write,

Deff = δ +D − δc (4.2.3)

with δc written as fcD, often setting fc = fm. Different values have been adopted

arising from the IADC Action Item 19.1 test, such as fc = 0.25, and 0.33 (Kessler, 2000;

Pardini et al., 2007, 2009). For simplicity we shall use here values, fc = fm = 1/3, as

suggested in the past by Kessler (Kessler, 2000), in agreement with Eq. (4.2.2). Thus

the ‘effective diameter’ will read,

Deff = δ +D − δm, δm = fmD (4.2.4)

In the limits at δ = δm and δ = δ∞, the value of effective diameter is simply just D and

δ∞. We consider δ∞ ≈ 1m � tether diameter D. Integrating by parts, Eq. (4.2.1) can

now be written as,

ṅc = DF (δm)− δ∞F (δ∞) +

ˆ δ∞

δm

Fdδ (4.2.5)

4.3 Flux modeling

At difference with ESA’s debris flux model MASTER2009, NASA’s model ORDEM2000

presents a very particular type of flux vs. debris size curve (see Fig. 4.3.1) with a sharp

change in slope near debris diameter δ∗ ∼ 20mm � δ∞ with the corresponding flux

value F∗ roughly ranging from 10−5 to 10−6 obj/m2.yr . Fig. 4.3.2 shows the flux for

different LEO altitudes and inclinations. This striking feature of ORDEM2000 has F (δ)

following closely two power laws, F ∝ 1/δn. The analytical method developed in this

study involves the approximation of flux in two different debris ranges with different

slopes n1, n2, where F∗ is the flux value at the point of intersection of the two straight

lines and δ∗ is the corresponding debris size. In Fig. 4.3.1 the straight lines represent

the power law approximation with slopes n1 and n2 meeting each other at δ∗. Hence,

for two range of diameter, flux approximation reads,

F1 = F∗

(
δ∗
δ

)n1

, δ < δ∗ (4.3.1)

F2 = F∗

(
δ∗
δ

)n2

, δ > δ∗ (4.3.2)

The approximation of flux in Eqs. (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) eventually makes it easier to

calculate the fatal impact rate. For an orbit near 800 km ‘debris hot spot’ zone, typical
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values for the slope in these straight lines are about n1 ∼ 3.3 and n2 ∼ 0.5 , slightly

varying with changes in altitude and inclination. Hence, separating the integration in

Eq. (4.2.5) into two size ranges we can write,

ṅc ≈ DF1(δm)− δ∞F2(δ∞) +

δ∗ˆ

δm

F1dδ +

δ∞ˆ

δ∗

F2dδ (4.3.3)

Figure 4.3.1: Power approximation of Flux vs Debris diameter curve (800km, 28.5◦inclination,
ORDEM2000)

Figure 4.3.2: Flux vs Debris diameter at different LEO altitudes and inclinations (ORDEM2000)

From the small ratio n2/n1 and the large value of δ∞ one can readily verify that the

2nd and the 4th terms in Eq. (4.3.3) are negligible. It is customary to set δ∞ = 1m,

agreeing to manoeuvre the satellite if it encounters any foreign body larger than one
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meter. Finally, simplifying Eq. (4.3.3) and using the expression δm = fmD we can write

for a round wire,

ṅc(wire) ≈ DF1(fmD)

(
1 +

fm

n1 − 1

)
(4.3.4)

4.4 Survivability of a tape tether

This section will discuss the survibability of a flat and thin tape tether. A tape tether

has a number of design advantages that make it survive longer than round wire. The

broader effective collision area requires larger particles to make the necessary cut-off,

while impacting on the front side. At the same time, smaller particles could also cause

fatal damage to the tape, providing the impact occurs at very low incidence so that the

view factor of the vulnerable tether part is comparatively small to the impacting particle.

However, after certain narrow incidence angle, the particle apparently could not even

sufficiently penetrate the thin surface rather causing fatal damage.

w

h

wcosθ/3 

wcosθ/3 

wcosθ/3 

θ 

δ = w

Figure 4.4.1: Tape geometry and orthogonal projection along debris velocity direction

To begin with the analyses, let us consider a thin tape of equal mass and length as

the round wire considered in the previous. Assume the width w very large compared

to the thickness h, and we define ε ≡ h/w << 1. In the tape tether case, as it has

an extra dimension (thickness/width), it requires considering the impact angle, which

is the angle between debris relative velocity and the perpendicular to the tape width,

measured in the tape reference frame. From Fig. 4.4.1 the projected width of the

tape can be expressed in terms of the impact angle θ. The front area per unit length
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(equivalent “diameter” in round wire case) can be written as,

D̃(θ) = w(cos θ + ε sin θ) ≡ w′θ (4.4.1)

Hence, from Eq.(4.2.4) the effective diameter can be written as,

Deff (δ, θ) = δ + w′θ − δc, δc = fmw
′
θ (4.4.2)

Similar to round wire case, fc = fm = 1/3 and the minimum debris size δm now becomes

δm(θ) = fmw
′
θ. One must integrate over the full range of angles to get the fatal impact

rate for the tape following Eq. (4.2.1),

ṅc ' − 2

π

π
2ˆ

0

dθ

δ∞ˆ

δm

Deff (δ, θ)
dF

dδ
dδ (4.4.3)

further comparing with Eq. (4.3.4) one may write for a tape,

ṅc(tape) '
2

π

π
2ˆ

0

[
w′θF1

(
fmw

′
θ

)(
1 +

fm

n1 − 1

)]
dθ (4.4.4)

4.5 Fatal impact risk comparison

In this section we will compare equal mass and length tethers of round and thin

tape cross-sections. For considered dimensions of wire and tape presented above, we

can write D = w
√

4ε/π. Using this expression in Eq. (4.3.4) and comparing with Eq.

(4.4.4) we find,

ṅc(tape)

ṅc(wire)
'

2n1

π
n1+1

2

π
2ˆ

0

ε
n1−1

2

(cos θ + ε sin θ)n1−1
dθ (4.5.1)

The slope n1 in flux vs. debris size profile varies mainly with altitude and with negligible

effect of orbit inclinations. Figure 4.5.1a shows the plot of the ratio inside the integral

in Eq. (4.5.1). The plot is done varying the slope value n1 from minimum 2.5 up to 4.5

to cover for the case of flux curve at different altitude and inclination.

As it can be seen, one might notice that the integration value changes markedly

near 90◦, causing the sever rate of tape tether increase much faster than the round wire.

Note that limiting integration to values cos θ = O(1) makes the above ratio in Eq. (4.5.1)

very small. Further integration over values close to π/2 makes the ratio reach about or

exceed unity. For θ close to π/2, however, the minimum debris size δm(θ) ' fm h sin θ
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4.5. FATAL IMPACT RISK COMPARISON

becomes too small to bring enough kinetic energy to cut the tape along its width.
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Figure 4.5.1: Comparison of fatal impact rate of equal mass and length tape and round wire: (a)
without limiting θ∗ (b) limiting the integration upto θ∗

By bounding the minimum particle size to a defined limit may resolve the issue. As

regards δm there is a basic difference with the round tether case. Note that now, in the

tape case, the minimum debris size also depends on the impact angle θ. From energy

considerations and sever mechanism similar to the round wire case presented in Fig.

4.2.1 and Eq.(4.2.2) we would now have,

1

2
.

4

3
π

(
3δm

2

)3

= δmwh =⇒ δm ∝
√
wh (4.5.2)

which is much less than δc = fmw
′
θ given in Eq. (4.4.2) except for θ very close to π/2

(glancing impact, see Fig. 4.5.2). This basic difference reflects on the fact that a debris

of size ∼
√
wh just punctures a hole and leaves almost no energy in the tape material.

θ

h

w

Figure 4.5.2: Glancing incidence, impact angles corresponding to θ > θgl

Energy considerations and empirical results show that hypervelocity impact of debris
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CHAPTER 4. ANALYSIS-OF-SURVIVABILLITY

particles on a surface excavate hemispherical pits/craters or puncture holes depending

on the thickness and material of the exposed surfaces and the velocity of impact. How-

ever, if the material behind the surface is thin (like in our case, a tape) relative to the

diameter of the debris particle, the impact actually produces a punctured hole about

the size of the impactor; this is because the particle is not allowed sufficient time to get

very hot, which disrupts the compression wave by a propagating shock (Hastings and

Garrett, 2004).

For a tape, away from glancing incidence, δm is taken as equal to δc = fmw
′
θ as

required by the need to provide volume overlap,

δm(θ) =
1

3
w′θ for θ ≤ θgl (4.5.3)

where θgl is the angle marking the start of glancing incidence, where both conditions

δm ∝
√
wh and Eq.(4.5.3) hold. Using Eq.(4.5.3) in Eq.(4.5.2),

1

2
.

4

3
π

(
3w′θ/3

2

)3

=
w′θ
3
wh =⇒ cos θgl ≈

√
4ε/π, (4.5.4)

where we used cos θ >> ε from Eq.(4.5.4) itself, finally yields,

δm(θ) = δgl =
1

3

√
4

π

√
wh for θ > θgl (4.5.5)

Considering a representative case of a tape tether with physical dimensions h =

50µm and w = 20mm, solving for θ gives, θgl ∼ 86.91◦. Limiting the integration upper

bound to this θgl value in Eq. (4.5.1) for this particular case of tape configuration, for

every possible values of n1, it can be shown that (as in Fig. 4.5.1b) the chances of

survival of tape tether is several orders of magnitude higher than a round wire of same

length and mass.

Going back to the sever rate formulation for tape tether, considering the effects of

δm dependence on glancing angle θgl and hence separating the θ-integral into two θ

ranges, we rewrite the tether survivability equation given in Eq. (4.2.1) as,

Nc

L∆t
∼= ṅc =

π
2ˆ

0

dθ

π/2
I(θ), I(θ) =

δ∞ˆ

δm

−dF

dδ
dδ Deff (4.5.6a)

I(θ) = w′θF (δm)− δ∞F (δ∞) +

δ∞ˆ

δm

dδF (δ) (4.5.6b)
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Now, splitting the angle integral expressed in Eq. (4.5.6a) into two θ ranges we have,

ṅc '

 θglˆ

0

I1(θ < θgl)
dθ

π/2
+

π
2ˆ

θgl

I2(θ > θgl)
dθ

π/2

 (4.5.7)

where the integrals yield,

θglˆ

0

I1

dθ

π/2
=

2

π
3n

(
1 +

fm

n1 − 1

)
1

n1 − 2

( π

4ε

)n1
2
−1

−

(
2

π

)n1−2
wF1(w) (4.5.8)

π
2ˆ

θgl

I2

dθ

π/2
=

2

π
3n1

(
π

4ε

)n1
2
−1(

1

2
+

fm

n1 − 1

)
wF1(w) (4.5.9)

Hence Eq. (4.5.7) becomes,

ṅc(tape) '
2

π
3n1

{(
π

4ε

)n1
2
−1 [(

1 +
1

3(n1 − 1)

)
×

1

n1 − 2
+

(
1

2
+

1

3(n1 − 1)

)]

−
1

n1 − 2

(
2

π

)n1−2(
1 +

1

3(n1 − 1)

)}
wF1(w) (4.5.10)

For a particular case of n1 = 3, this extremely simplifies to,

ṅc (tape) =

99

π

√
π

4ε
−

126

π2

wF1(w) (4.5.11)

with the second term being just a small correction. Note that, with change of LEO orbit

altitude and inclination, Eq. (4.5.10) varies only n1 and debris flux at corresponding w.

As seen in Fig. 4.5.1b for all possible values of n1( for the study range of LEO altitudes

300-1500 km) one can conclude that tape tethers survivability is higher than round wire

of same length and mass, up to several order of magnitudes.

4.6 Summary of results

The analytical approximation of flux by considering two power laws is done only

with ORDEM2000, since its feature of sharp change in slope near δ∗ ∼ 20mm is unique,

and not really significant in MASTER2005 for applying the same approximation. Nev-

ertheless, a comparative numerical analysis has been done applying Eqs. (4.5.6a) and
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(4.5.6b) with flux data from both the models. The results in Table 4.6.1 show that the

Fatal no. of impacts/km.yr
Numerical

ORDEM MASTER
Tape 0.1143 0.0234

Round wire 4.8840 1.2621

Table 4.6.1: Fatal impact counts/km.year (D = 1 mm, W = 20 mm, h = 0.05 mm) at an orbit at
800 km altitude (inclination 28.5◦, full year 2000)

total number of fatal impact decreases in the case of tape tether by over one and half

orders of magnitude. From Table 4.6.1 one might notice that as MASTER2005 predicts

lower values of flux at millimetre range of debris size, the total number of fatal impact

also reduces in comparison to ORDEM data.

Fatal impact /km.yr
Numerical (ORDEM) 0.1143

Slope n1 = 3.0 n1 = 3.1 n1 = 3.15 n1 = 3.2 n1 = 3.3
Analytical(ORDEM) 0.0742 0.1017 0.1128 0.129 0.173

Table 4.6.2: Comparison of results for tape ( for an orbit at alt. 800km, inclination 28.5◦, year
2000)

Next, for a series of n1 values fatal impact rate has been calculated using Eq.

(4.5.10). The debris-flux data F∗ and δ∗ has been generatd by ORDEM2000 for a par-

ticular case of an orbit at altitude 800 km and inclination 28.5◦ at epoch 2000. A com-

parative analysis results are presented in Table 4.6.2. Note that, for n1 = 3.15 value,

analytical model best approximates the numerical result.

4.6.1 Discussion

The key findings of this Chapter can be summarize as, the use of a tape tether instead

of a round wire, considerably reduces the total fatal impact count, which may be written

as Nc = ṅc ×4t× L. This reduction is mainly due to (i) de-orbit time ∆t and (ii) fatal

impact rate ṅc, being both reduced to a considerable degree.

This could be explained as, for case (i), due to the larger perimeter, a tape can

perform better in current collection if the round wire does not reach the ohmic-limited

regime, whether the tape does reach it or does not; comparing deorbiting times at

given mission impulse for round wire and corresponding tape tether shows much faster

deorbiting by a tape for a broad range of conditions.

Independently, for the case (ii) the impact rate is reduced because flux values are

much lower for debris comparable to the effective diameter of the tape, except for near
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edgewise impact. In the narrow case of edgewise impact the flux of debris comparable

to the effective diameter is high but such tiny debris would not bring enough energy to

cut the tether through its width. A very useful finding for tether system design involving

mass consideration is the simple approximate, Eq. (4.5.10) for fatal impact rate, which

gives a midway value for numerical results from the NASA and ESA debris models.
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Chapter 5
Tape tether Survivability Analyses

After studying the comparative analysis of round wire and tape tether survivability,

we now turn out attention to focus only on tape tether survivability. To this end, we

have already seen tape tethers to be effective in survival. Continuing with the core

concept of the analysis presented in the previous Chapter 4 which showed a particular

case, the basic model of flux approximation is extended in order to include a range of

LEO altitudes of interest.

Present Chapter introduces an upgraded model in Sec. 5.2 that enhances the flux

approximation from flux-vs-debris size profile. Unlike the previous, it also allows ana-

lytical modeling of MASTER2009 data, hence ensures comparative analysis. Next Sec.

5.3 presents the scalable analytical model to calculate tape-tether survivability, that de-

pends on tape dimensions w, h and orbital parameters altitude and inclination. Sec. 5.4

gives a comparative analysis of the model with the results obtained from ORDEM2000

and MASTER2009 data. Finally, the model has been numerically evaluated for different

combination of tape dimensions and when compared with analytical result, shows good

agreement.

Impact with comparatively smaller particles, (usually micron level or even smaller)

is yet another question not to be ignored and therefore, to be addressed in this Chapter.

Sec. 5.5 presents a simple analysis of the effect of tiny particle impact. We conclude

that the damaged area due to smaller particles is negligible, considering that the tether

expose time to be limited to a few months.

This Chapter is based in (Khan and Sanmart́ın, 2014), Analysis of tape tether survival in LEO against
orbital debris. Advances in Space Research, 53(9):1370–1376. A preliminary account of the results of this
chapter was presented in (Sanmart́ın et al., 2013), “Tape-Tether design for deorbiting from given altitude
and inclination”, In Proc. of 6th European Conference in Space Debris, ESA/ESOC, Darmstadt, Germany,
22-25 April 2013.
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5.1 Fatal impact risk modeling

We have already outlined that space debris can be classified into three groups ac-

cording to their size. For the purpose of our analysis we redefine them as follows,

Large debris — with diameter larger than 10 cm are trackable, thanks to the con-

tinuous observation through telescope and radar. Initial kinematic state of each tracked

object can be obtained from a catalogue of NORAD element sets provided by USSPACE-

COM and Space Surveillance Network (SSN) optical sensors and the GEODSS (Ground-

based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance) network. Catalogued data is available

from web sites e.g. spacetrack.org. Each set of data is traditionally recorded as a two-

line element (TLE), which is a package of several object data at an epoch, placed in two

lines of text with a fixed known format. TLEs of a tracked object are regularly updated

for avoiding collisions. The frequency of updating depends in the type of orbit and it

is not constant in time nor for different objects. Typically, is a little less than two days

in average. Since electrodynamic tether system offers manoeuvre by switching On/Off

the Hollow Cathode, it is possible to avoid these tracked objects if their exact position

and close approach is well known within time. This allows us to neglect them from

consideration of fatal impact count.

Small debris — as considered in this text, are particles in sub-millimeter range, usu-

ally < 10−4 m, mostly contain meteoroids when looking down to sub-micrometer level.

As compared to tape width, these particles are too small to overcome the condition

outlined by tether-debris volume overlap in fatal collisions (i.e. impactor particle must

cover a certain fraction of effective collision ‘diameter’; in case of tape which is ∼ w′θ/3).

For this reason, particles smaller than δm (to be calculated for each case of tape dimen-

sions) are not considered in fatal impact count calculation. Nonetheless, these particles

if impinge on a particular are of tape (localized collision), their effects should not be

discounted. This study will be presented later in this Chapter in Sec. 5.5.

Finally, it is the debris with medium size, ranging from ∼ 10−4 m to 10 cm, are the

critical objects that could cause a fatal damage on a tape and could completely cut the

tether on a single impact. Our study will be mostly focused on dealing with debris of

this kind and calculating their impact rate for different tape dimensions at different LEO

altitudes and inclinations.

The peculiar shape of tapes (huge length and comparatively smaller width/thickness

ratio) and tethers being assumed vertical as usual, lead the issue of tape moving in ap-

parently horizontal debris environment to a simple 2D problem. ORDEM2000 assumes

orbital debris objects in circular orbits and only considers the horizontal component of

the debris velocity. This is justified as the horizontal velocity component is about 6 to

11 km/s while the radial velocity component is generally less than 0.1 km/s (Liou et al.,
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2002). In our study, we only consider the orbital debris, avoiding the meteoroids which

comes from every direction except the earth and thus might needs further consideration

of elevation and calculation of surface flux. Moreover, we will show later, that typical

size range of meteoroids will not enter as critical particle that will potentially cause fatal

damage on a single impact.

The Poisson distribution gives the tape survival probability which, if high, is just

e−Nc ' 1 − Nc, where Nc � 1 is the number of fatal impacts. The debris fatal impact

rate on a tape per unit time and tape length has already been formulated in the previ-

ous Chapter. We recall from the discussion of the previous chapter that tape requires

considering impact angle θ for calculating minimum particle size δm, where the limiting

conditions outlined are,

δm(θ) =


fmw

′
θ ∼ w′θ/3, for θ ≤ θgl

δgl =
1

3

√
4

π

√
wh for θ > θgl

(5.1.1)

5.2 Debris flux modeling

In the preceding, we have modeled the particle flux profile by power law approx-

imation with two slopes, n1 and n2. That approximation particularly works well for a

certain range of LEO altitudes, for instance, specially in the range 800-850 km, 950-

1000 km and beyond 1200 km (see Fig. 5.2.1), eventually these altitudes are the debris

‘hot spot’ zone.

To improve the accuracy and to develop more uniform formulation of fatal impact

rate in LEO, a modified flux-approximation is modeled for the rest of the altitudes, by

considering three different slopes, which eventually divides the particle size into three

diameter ranges.
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Figure 5.2.1: Variations of slopes n0, n1 along LEO altitudes (ORDEM2000), for Year 2013
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TER2009), for Year 2013. Flux profiles by ORDEM2000 data show clearly the sharp change in slope
that allows slope approximations.
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For δ > 10−4 m, the ORDEM2000 flux, regardless of orbit inclination, can be accu-

rately approximated as three power laws meeting at points δ∗, F ∗ and δ∗, F∗ (see Fig.

5.2.2), which is also reasonably valid for MASTER2009. Predicted flux values by MAS-

TER2009 are almost one order of magnitude lower than ORDEM2000 in the diameter

range of interest of around 1 mm ( Fig. 5.2.3), for typical values
√
wh ∼ 1 mm. The

Power law approximations of flux for three different diameter ranges can be written as,

F (δ) '


F0(δ) ≡ F ∗(δ∗/δ)n0 , δ < δ∗ ' 1 mm

F1(δ) ≡ F ∗(δ∗/δ)n1 = F∗(δ∗/δ)
n1 , δ∗ < δ < δ∗

F2(δ) ≡ F∗(δ∗/δ)
n2 , δ∗ < δ

(5.2.1)

Typically, δ∗ lies around a value 2 cm, which also lies around the maximum width for

the Orbital Motion Limited (OML) current law for a cylindrical probe to hold at typical

Debye lengths (Sanmart́ın and Estes, 1999), and δ∗ values range over 1 mm, except at

altitudes 825-950 km for ORDEM2000 data.

In Eq.(5.2.1) n0, n1, and n2 are the three approximate slopes for flux vs. debris

diameter in log-log scale, for the aforementioned diameter ranges (as seen in Fig. 5.2.2).

Actually, MASTER2009 barely shows a break in power law at δ∗, F∗, with n2 ' n1 (Fig.

5.2.3). Further, for both MASTER2009 and ORDEM2000, the flux at δ > δ∗ is already

very low and contributes negligibly to I(θ) in Eq. (4.5.6b) presented in the previous

Chapter, the n2 power law dropping from the analysis altogether.

Figure 5.2.4 presents n0, n1, and δ∗(cm) versus orbital altitude H showing very little

dependence on orbital inclination for all three variables. It shows, except for small range

of altitude in ORDEM2000 data, δ∗ practically remains constant all the way. Variation of

slopes indicate that for ORDEM2000 data n0 varies from 2.6 —3.4, and n1 varies from

2.8 — 4.1. On the other hand, the variation of n0 goes from from 3.2 — 4.2 and n1 lies

between 1.6 — 2.8, for the case of MASTER2009. Representative F ∗ (and F∗) values

cover a large range, however.
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Figure 5.2.4: Variation of slopes n0, n1 and δ∗ with altitude, for Year 2013
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5.3 Tape survivability model

Assuming δm(θ) < δ∗ we can write Eq.(4.5.6b) splitting to three δ-regimes defined

by δ∗ and δ∗ as,

I(θ)

δ∗F ∗
'

w′θ
δm

δmF0(δm)

δ∗F ∗
+

δ∗ˆ

δm

dδF0(δ)

δ∗F ∗
+

δ∗ˆ

δ∗

dδF1(δ)

δ∗F ∗
(5.3.1)

where we already ignored the F2 integral from δ∗ to δ∞. Carrying out the two

integrals in Eq. (5.3.1), we find

I(θ)

δ∗F ∗
=

(
w′θ
δm

+
1

n0 − 1

)(
δ∗

δm

)n0−1

−
n1 − n0

(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1)
−

1

n1 − 1

(
δ∗

δ∗

)n1−1

(5.3.2)

where the last term can also be ignored.

As regards the θ-integral, we write Eq. (4.5.6a) as

ṅc =

θglˆ

0

dθ

π/2
I(θ ≤ θgl) +

π
2ˆ

θgl

dθ

π/2
I(θ > θgl) (5.3.3)

and using Eq. (5.1.1) for δm in Eq. (5.3.2), we finally obtain,

(
w

3δ∗

)n0−1
π

2

ṅc

δ∗F ∗
=

θglˆ

0

3n0 − 2

n0 − 1

dθ

(cosθ)n0−1
+

π
2ˆ

θgl

(
3cosθ

cosθgl
+

1

n0 − 1

)
dθ

(cosθgl)n0−1

−
n1 − n0

(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1)

(
w

3δ∗

)n0−1
π
2ˆ

0

dθ (5.3.4)

We note that angles below but close to θgl are dominant in the first integral. This jus-

tifies our having assumed δm(θ) < δ∗ because, from Eq.(5.1.1), δm ∼ δgl = 1/3
√

4/π
√
wh,

which is typically a few hundred microns; for instance, about 375 µm forw = 20mm,h =

50µm. For such particle size, debris flux values are up to one order of magnitude larger

than meteoroid flux, except at the few hundred kilometer altitudes (Pardini et al., 2009).

Then, using π/2 − θgl << 1 and n0 − 1 > 1 (as seen in Fig. 5.2.4), we define

cosθ ≡ v cosθgl to find,

θglˆ

0

dθ

(cosθ)n0−1
∝

1/cosθglˆ

1

dv

vn0−1
√

1− (cosθgl)2v2
'
∞̂

1

dv

vn0−1
=

1

n0 − 2
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Equation (5.3.4) finally simplifies to,

ṅc = δ∗F ∗

 3n0 + 2

π(n0 − 2)

(
3δ∗

w

)n0−1

√
π

4

w

h

n0−2

−
n1 − n0

(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1)

 (5.3.5)

5.4 Discussion of results

The present model of fatal impact rate, as shown in Eq.(5.3.5), exhibits a depen-

dence predominantly on tape dimensions and orbit altitude as ṅc(w, h/w,H). Equation

(5.3.5) will allow simple deorbit calculations for survival. For MASTER2009, given the

n0 > n1 data, the last term in Eq.(5.3.5) is negative (Fig. 5.2.4 and Fig. 5.4.1a), mostly

contrary to the case of ORDEM2000.

A series of figures have been plotted for fatal impact rate ṅc, calculated from both

our simple approximation Eq.(5.3.5) and full numerical calculations using Eq.(4.5.6a)

for both ORDEM2000 and MASTER2009, where results obtained using the former shows

higher fatal impact rate as its predicted flux F ∗ is about one order of magnitude larger

(Fig. 5.4.1b), as mentioned earlier.

Finally, Figs. 5.4.2 and 5.4.3, for ORDEM2000 and MASTER2009 respectively, show

fatal impact rate per unit time and length ṅc versus H at two different orbit one with

moderate inclination 63◦ and the other with high inclination 90◦ for a fixed thickness

h = 50µm, and four values of width w, typically lying within or close to the range of

OML validity (Sanmart́ın and Estes, 1999; Estes and Sanmart́ın, 2000), for a definite

time interval ∆t = 1 year (year 2013).

In all four cases the fatal impact rate ṅc decreases as w increases. From Eq.(5.3.5) it

is also verifiable that ṅc decreases with the increment of thickness h as well. The reason

behind this is that, increasing the width w, the minimum particle size δm ∝
√
wh also

increases. As a consequence flux value decreases since it is a decreasing function of

particle diameter. However, the acceptable range of w is bound by OML validity range

as mentioned before.
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Figure 5.4.1: Variation of (n1 − n0)/(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1) and F ∗ with altitude

The accuracy of the model, when compared with fully numerical computations from

the NASA and ESA flux data, is quite reasonable. In the ORDEM2000 case the model

overestimates and underestimates results for narrow and wide tapes respectively. Max-

imum deviation may reach about 12%. In the MASTER2009 case the model underesti-

mates numerical results throughout, at most by 10%.

For ORDEM2000 data, since δgl ∝
√
wh approaches 1 mm and the range δ < 1 mm

loses relevance, our simple results decrease relative to numerical values being almost

coincidental at w = 45mm, h = 50µm (Fig. 5.4.2). For MASTER2009 data no such

dependency is found. Typically, then, our calculations involve debris size not much

below 1 mm to around 1 cm, having flux sensibly larger than micrometeoroid flux except

at the lowest altitudes.
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Figure 5.4.2: Analytical and numerical results for fatal impact rate vs altitude, for different tape
width (w = 20, 30, 45, 60 mm), thickness h = 50µm and orbit inclinations (i = 90◦, 63◦) for
ORDEM2000 data, epoch 2013.
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Figure 5.4.3: Analytical and numerical results for fatal impact rate vs altitude, for different tape
width (w = 20, 30, 45, 60 mm), thickness h = 50µm and orbit inclinations (i = 90◦, 63◦) for
MASTER2009 data, epoch 2013.
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5.5 Impact with small particles

The phenomenon of particle impact on any spacecraft can be categorized as a ran-

dom event. For this reason, the amount of particles to be encountered at a particular

location is not constant, but exhibits statistical fluctuations. But, the fluctuation becomes

a real issue only when the intensity of particles is fairly low.

The random process of particle impact on tape can generally be modeled using a

Poisson distribution, the properties of which are very well known. As shown in the

Fig. 5.5.1, the discrete distribution gives the probability of observing n occurrences in a

fixed interval of time with an expected number n̄, also known as mean. For low values

of n̄, the distribution is highly asymmetric. As the expected number of occurrences n̄

increases, the probability tends towards a normal distribution.
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Figure 5.5.1: Poisson probability distribution function. The horizontal axis is the number of
events n, vertical axis represents the Poisson probability that exactly n successes occur, when the
mean number of successes n̄ varies as given in the box.

If we call p(n) the probability that n particles impact on the tape, we have

p(n) = e−n̄
n̄n

n!
(5.5.1)

n̄ =

+∞∑
0

np(n) (5.5.2)

σ2
n =

+∞∑
0

(n− n̄)2p(n) = n̄2 − n̄2 = n̄ (5.5.3)

Detail analysis and results of this section are submitted as a Journal paper, currently under peer review.
Ref., Garćıa-Pelayo, Ricardo and Khan, Shaker B and Sanmart́ın, Juan R, “ Survivability analysis of tape-
tether against multiple impact with tiny debris ”, submitted to Probabilistic Engineering Mechanics.
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where n̄ is the average and σn is the standard deviation. The last equation implies that

for example, if we consider 100 particles impinging on the tape, the uncertainty about

the number of particles is of ±10 (±10%). If the number of particles is somewhat closer

to common levels, say, 108 (mostly meteoroids), the uncertainty becomes ±104, which

is ±0.01%. In the same way considering the larger particles, with number n̄ ∼ 0.01,

the uncertainty becomes ±0.1, i.e. even ±10% larger than the expected value!. It then

becomes obvious that the fluctuation is an issue only at low intensity level.

Flux distribution of meteoroid particles (Grün et al., 1985) has been shown along

with orbital debris flux in Fig. 5.5.2. From the first look it appears that the flux of

smaller particles in the range of less than micro-meter is much higher than cataloged

debris with size δ > 10 cm. Among the debris models, ORDEM2000 provides minimum

particle size for orbital debris up to 10µm. On the other hand, meteoroid population

data is available from size as small as 10−8 m with the highest flux and decreasing

sharply from size δ ∼ 10−5 m onward.

Therefore, while constructing the cumulative effect of both debris and meteoroids,

to be more conservative, flux value at 10µm is maintained constant till the lower limit of

available particle diameter ∼ 10−8m, although there is no official flux data for debris at

that smaller range. For smaller particle size, meteoroid flux dominates over the orbital

debris flux. Except for the small region δ ∼ 10−6− 10−5, the particle flux is a decreasing

function of the diameter having slope varying between – 2.8 and – 4. This is true for all

the range of altitudes of interest for our study, as can be verified in Fig. 5.2.4 and Fig.

5.2.1.
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Figure 5.5.2: Total cumulative flux of orbital debris (ORDEM2000) and meteoroid (Grün) at 800
km, i = 90◦, versus particle diameter. Reference epoch: 2013.
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Figure 5.5.3: Debris flux vs particle diameter

We now give a simplified argument which shows why only the fluctuations in the

number of largest particles matter. From the definition of debris flux, for any generic

debris size δ one can write the corresponding flux as, F ∝ 1/δn. Since the flux F

represents the number of objects/m2.yr, we can consider it as the expected number of

particle n̄ at a certain area at certain time. For any two diameters δ1 and δ2 the expected

number of impact by particles can be roughly approximated as,

n̄1 = C/δβ1 (5.5.4)

n̄2 = C/δβ2 (5.5.5)

where C is a constant and β is the slope on the log-log graph shown in Fig. 5.5.3, a sim-

ple representation of typical debris flux vs. particle diameter profile. Their fluctuations

according to Eq. (5.5.3) can then be written as,

σ1 =
√
C/δβ/21 (5.5.6)

σ2 =
√
C/δβ/21 (5.5.7)

respectively. Further, if we consider that each particle impact produces a punched hole

of area ∼ δ2, then the expected fraction of damaged area by impact can be estimated

as, a1 ∝ δ2
1/δ

β
1 and a2 ∝ δ2

2/δ
β
2 . But, the respective fluctuation of damaged area will be

proportional to δ2−β/2
1 and δ2−β/2

2 respectively.

Now, in the case δ1 << δ2 (e.g. comparing meteoroids with trackable debris) and if

we consider a typical slope value of β = 3 from δ1 = 10−7m to δ2 = 0.1m throughout,

the fluctuation of area would increase by a substantial amount of (106)2−3/2 = 103 times.

Hence, the largest amount of destroyed area is caused by the fluctuation in numbers of

the largest particles.
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Chapter 6
Ballistic limit approach

Following the same analysis approach, the objective of this Chapter is to provide a

further step to enhance the accuracy of the risk predictions for tape tethers, thanks to

the use of an experimental Ballistic Limit Equation (BLE) that was developed to account

for effects not considered by the 1/3 geometric failure threshold (Francesconi et al.,

2013). Such equation predicts the minimum particle diameter δm which produces a

critical damage (cut-off) at a given speed, vp, and impact azimuth angle θ, measured in

the tape reference frame.

The remainder of this Chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses the

approach and the equations used for risk assessment on tapes; Section 6.2 reports the

main calculation results: first, the new BLE used for tapes is compared to the classic,

only-geometric, 1/3 failure criterion, then the fatal impact rate (number of severing

impacts per unit time and per unit length) for a given thin aluminium tape (45mm ×
50µm cross section) is presented for a range of LEO altitudes (250-1500 km) and two

orbit inclinations (63◦ and 90◦), based on the cumulative debris flux provided by the

NASA’s Orbital Debris Engineering Model(ORDEM2000)(Liou et al., 2002). Summaries

of the results and conclusions are finally presented in Sec. 6.3.

6.1 Debris impact risk on tether

To analyze the survivability model presented in Chapter 4 taking into account the

additional effect of debris impact velocity vp, we will use the same basic equations pre-

The results of this Chapter are submitted as a Journal paper, currently under peer review. Ref., Khan,
Shaker B., Francesconi, A., Giacomuzzo, C., and Lorenzini, E.C., “Survivability to orbital debris of tape
tethers for end-of-life spacecraft de-orbiting”, submitted to ACTA Astronautica.
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sented in Eqs. (4.5.6a) and (4.5.6b) written as,

Nc

L∆t
∼= ṅc =

π
2ˆ

0

dθ

π/2
I(θ, vp), I(θ, vp) =

δ∞ˆ

δm

−dF

dδ
dδ Deff (6.1.1)

where θ is the impact angle relative to the normal to the tape wide side. ORDEM2000

provides flux F (δ, vp) as a function of particle diameter δ and impact velocity vp. The

upper bound δ∞ in the δ-integral can be any large debris size. In our case, we selected

δ∞ = 10 cm, that is the minimum limit of trackable debris for which conjunction anal-

yses and avoidance maneuvers are possible. Deff (δ, θ) is the effective tape width, see

Fig. 6.1.1, and takes into account that debris which hit the tape off-centre can sever the

tether if they remove the critical amount of material Acrit from the tape:

Deff (δ, θ, vp) = w′θ + δ − δm(θ, vp) (6.1.2)

where w′θ is the effective tape width (i.e. the front area per unit length) and δm(θ, vp)

is the tape ballistic limit, i.e. the minimum debris size that is able to produce a tether

critical damage (cut-off) at given impact conditions (angle θ and velocity vp), measured

in the tape reference frame, see Fig. 6.1.1 (left). In previous discussions it has been

considered δm = fmw
′
θ, where fm = 1/3 comes from classical geometric failure thresh-

old. By definition, Acrit is the minimum amount of material that must be removed to

sever a tether, and δm(θ, vp) is just enough to produce a damage having size equal to

Acrit. It is useful to note that Acrit here denotes the larger length of the damaged hole

(major axis of the elliptic hole in Fig. 6.1.1) produced in impact. It appears from the

figure that a debris having diameter equal to δ and impacting the tether off-centre can

cause a critical damage provided that its overlapping with the tape is greater or equal

to the critical value δm.

Note that Acrit defines the failure threshold, and could be related e.g. to the need

of having a residual cross section capable of withstanding the maximum tensile load on

the system, or the predicted electric current without overheating. These considerations

lead us to assume Acrit ∼ 0.8w.

Under the BETs work package WP44 to assess the in-orbit survivability of a tape

tether subjected to the M/OD threat, for different mission profiles relevant for the ap-

plication, a total number of 24 HVI experiments has been performed. Two tape tethers

(Al1100-H19 and PEEK) have been subjected to impact at different angle and speed.

Impact tests have been conducted at CISAS Hypervelocity Impact Facility, using a two-

stage light-gas gun (LGG) capable of accelerating particles in the range 0.6 – 3 mm at

speed up to 6 km/s. Thanks to the experimental results simple BLE has been formulated

(Francesconi et al., 2013).
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Figure 6.1.1: Tape geometry and reference frame (left); effective tether width Deff (right)

Solving the integral in Eq. (6.1.1) requires a suitable description of δm, i.e. a Bal-

listic Limit Equation (BLE). The empirical BLE for tape tethers which has been recently

developed (Francesconi et al., 2013), including the dependence of δm from the impact

angle θ and velocity vp measured in km/s, reads:

δm(θ, vp) =
Acrit

0.45

(
vp

cosθ

)−0.65

(6.1.3)

The above equation has been derived from experiments with impact angle not exceeding

80◦, and is therefore sensible up to this limit; at θ close to 90◦, the ballistic limit δm in

Eq. (6.1.3) tends to zero, which means that a debris of zero-diameter is able to cut the

tether. The reason behind this inconsistency is that Eq. (6.1.3) does not account for the

progressive reduction of the debris damaging potential at impact obliquity approaching

90◦: at such high impact obliquity the velocity component normal to the tape becomes so

small that the shock waves originated by the impact have enough time to fragment the

debris before it fully interacts with the tape. To account for this, the BLE was separated

into two parts to prevent δm from decreasing below some fixed value δ∗m at very high

impact angles:

δm(θ, vp) =
Acrit

0.45

(
vp

cosθ

)−0.65

for θ < θ∗ (6.1.4a)

δm(θ, vp) ≡ δ∗m =
Acrit

0.45

(
vp

cosθ∗

)−0.65

for θ ≥ θ∗ (6.1.4b)
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In order to evaluate this piecewise equation for different choices of θ∗, two values

were selected for this threshold angle, i.e. θ∗ = 80◦ (that is the validity limit of Eq.

(6.1.3)) and θ∗ = 85◦. This second value has been selected based on the work by

Christiansen et al. (1993), which shows that damage due to highly oblique impacts on

thin aluminium targets (such an aluminium tape tether) does not increase anymore

above θ ∼ 85◦ if the impact velocity is ∼ 20 km/s. This velocity has been conservatively

chosen because the largest part of the debris flux is below this threshold. Furthermore,

at lower velocity θ∗ is < 85◦ and hence the experimental equation is within its range of

validity. It may be noticed that Christiansen et al. (1993) refers to semi-infinite plates,

but this is approximately true also in our case (the target width is 45 mm and δ∗m is

around 2.3mm at 20 km/s, i.e. around 5% of the width).

In summary, Eq. (6.1.1) can be written as,

Nc

L∆t
∼= ṅc =

θ∗ˆ

0

dθ

π/2
I(θ, vp) +

π
2ˆ

θ∗

dθ

π/2
I(θ, vp) (6.1.5)

where,

I(θ) =

I1(θ, vp) = w′θF (δm(θ)) +
´ δ∞
δm(θ) F (δ)dδ, for θ ≤ θ∗

I2(θ, vp) = w′θF (δ∗m) +
´ δ∞
δ∗m

F (δ)dδ, for θ > θ∗
(6.1.6)

6.2 Results

Equations. (6.1.5) and (6.1.6) can be used to calculate the fatal impact rate of a

tape tether, provided that the debris flux F (δ, vp) and the ballistic limit δm(θ, vp) are

known. Calculation are performed with reference to a 45 mm × 50 µm aluminium tape

in circular orbits with altitude from 250 to 1500 km and two inclinations, i.e. 63◦ and

90◦.

Considering the debris population, apart from orbit inclination and altitude, the flux

F (δ, vp) is a function of particle size and relative impact velocity. NASA’s ORDEM2000

provides particle flux in six size bins ranging from 10µm to 1 m, and in 23 velocity bins

ranging from 0.5 to 22.5 km/s. Fig. 6.2.1 shows the debris flux on a circular orbit at

800 km altitude, where the debris population is substantially high, as a function of both

the particle diameter and speed, for i = 90◦ (left) and i = 63◦ (right).

For both inclinations, it appears that the flux is maximum for particles with diameter

in the range 10−5−10−4m and in the case of velocity, flux is higher for vp ∼14.5 km/s at

high inclined orbit, as can be readily verified from Kessler’s debris velocity distribution
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Figure 6.2.1: Debris flux in function of particle size and velocity at i = 90◦ (left) and i = 63◦

(right) for a circular LEO orbit at 800 km altitude, using ORDEM2000 for year 2013.

formula (Kessler et al., 1989). On the other hand, for comparatively low inclined obit

(i = 63◦) this is only true for larger debris, i.e for diameter range ∼ 10−3 − 1m.

Another notable feature in Fig. 6.2.1, is that for highly inclined orbits all three

curves are sparsely distributed, while in the case of the orbit with 63◦ inclination all

the curves are densely situated, i.e. the variation of flux with debris impact velocity is

higher for orbits which are highly inclined. These considerations point out the need of

including the velocity dependence on flux calculations.
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Figure 6.2.2: Ballistic limit predicted by the new BLE (Eq.6.1.4a, Eq.6.1.4b) and the Geometric
BLE for a tape with width w = 45 mm and thickness h = 50 µm.

As regards the damage, the ballistic limit has been calculated with Eq. (6.1.4a) and

Eq. (6.1.4b), that were derived from impact experiments on tapes, and incorporate the
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effects of both the impact angle θ and the impact velocity vp. Fig. 6.2.2 presents a

comparison between the “new” BLE (for three different values of vp) and the previous

one (presented in Eq. (5.1.1)), as referred to “Geometric” BLE in the figure. The “Ge-

ometric” BLE is based on the assumption that, independent from the impact velocity, a

tape can be severed by particles exceeding 1/3 (classical representative value) of the

orthogonal projection of the tape’s section along the debris velocity vector as required

to provide sufficient volume overlap to produce tape cut-off on single impact. Besides

unlike choosing a value for θ∗ during glancing incidence, the “Geometric BLE” calculates

it as, δm = 1/3
√

4/π
√
wh, for θ > θgl ≈ cos−1

√
4h/πw ( see Sec. 4.5 eqs. (4.5.2) to

(4.5.5)).
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Figure 6.2.3: (For θ∗ = 80◦) Fatal impact rate of a tape as function of relative impact velocity and
altitude, deployed at 63◦ and 90◦ inclined orbit, for Year 2013

Looking at Fig. 6.2.2, it appears that the new BLE is comparable to the geometric

BLE for impact velocity ∼ 14.5 km/s, and predicts debris critical values larger than those
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calculated with the geometric BLE for highly inclined impacts, which consequentially

involves incorporation of high-flux smaller particles. This means that the geometric

BLE overpredicts the tether failure rate, especially for non-orthogonal impacts, which

are predominant; its employment for risk assessment therefore provides conservative

results.
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Figure 6.2.4: (For θ∗ = 85◦) Fatal impact rate of a tape as function of relative impact velocity and
altitude, deployed at 63◦ and 90◦ inclined orbit, for Year 2013

Finally, coming to tape tethers survivability, Figs. 6.2.3 and 6.2.4 show the fatal

impact rate of a tape with widthw = 45 mm and thickness h = 50 µm for two different θ∗
values (80◦ and 85◦). For both cases, the calculation has been done for two inclinations

(i = 63◦ and i = 90◦) and 32 different altitudes from 250-1500 km.
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One might notice that as we have seen in Fig. 6.2.1, there exists a significant differ-

ence in the fatal impact rate depending on impact velocities for the case of high inclined

orbit (i = 90◦) and can rise as high as about three orders of magnitudes while compar-

ing for vp = 14.5 km/s and vp = 7.5 km/s for instance. However, in the case of (i = 63◦)

this difference can reach at most one order of magnitude.
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Figure 6.2.5: Fatal impact rate of a tape integrated on impact velocity as function of altitude,
deployed at 63◦ and 90◦ inclined orbit, for Year 2013

Independently, moving from θ∗ = 80◦ to θ∗ = 85◦ increases of the fatal impact rate

as it will incorporate more debris with smaller size according to the BLE (Eq.(6.1.4a),

Eq.(6.1.4b)) and Fig. 6.2.2, which in turn are more abundant in number and thus have

more risk of impact. However, the increment is insignificant, showing that the sensitivity
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of results to θ∗ is poor, thus avoiding the need of performing impact tests very close to

90◦. Furthermore, this confirms that the failure rate of a tape is dominated by medium

sized debris.

Fig. 6.2.5 shows a summary plot of the fatal impact rate considering cumulative

impact velocity ( i.e. integrating over all the impact velocity) as a function of altitude,

H. This figure indicates for each impact altitude, what is the expected cumulative failure

rate for all debris diameters and all impact velocities in consideration.

Looking closely at Figs. 6.2.3, 6.2.4 and 6.2.5 and comparing with 5.4.2 one can find

the difference in the peak values and their respective location in orbit altitude. Since

the considered minimum particle size δm in ballistic limit approach is bigger compared

to that defined in Sec.4.5 the corresponding flux value turns out to be comparatively

smaller and the population dominance in that size range in orbit location also changes

accordingly. That makes a shift in the peak locations. However, overall risk remains

unchanged, lying between 800-1000 km and near 1400 km for every cases.

6.3 Discussions and summary

This work presented an assessment of the debris impact risk to electrodynamic tape

tethers for LEO spacecraft end-of-life de-orbiting. The orbital debris flux for different

impact velocities for a range of 32 LEO altitudes at two different inclinations, i = 63◦ and

i = 90◦, was considered and the number of fatal impacts per unit time was calculated at

each orbit altitude.

To do this, a new experimental ballistic limit equation (BLE) for tapes was employed

for the first time, taking into account the influence of the impact velocity and angle on

failure. This new BLE provides more accurate predictions than classic geometric BLE

for round wires, which are shown to be more vulnerable to debris impacts than tapes.

With reference to a tape given cross section (width, w = 45mm, thickness, h = 50µm),

the fatal impacts rate is estimated to be always below 0.009/year/km at i = 90◦, and

always below 0.006/year/km at i = 63◦.

Results obtained using the BLE, offers more optimistic value for fatal impact rate,

compared to our formulated analytical model, which is purposefully conservative.
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Chapter 7
Applications

7.1 Optimization of tape-tether sizing for de-orbit satellites

at end of missions

The outcome of this dissertation has a significant contribution to optimal tether de-

sign as the core part of preliminary design of satellite de-orbit mission. A detailed study

(Sanmart́ın et al., 2014) on optimum tape tether sizing for satellite de-orbiting missions

allows to select proper tape geometry (length, width, thickness) for a generic mission so

as to satisfy the requirements of short de-orbit time, tf to reduce maneuvers for avoiding

large debris, as well as having minimal fatal impact count, Nc and a lower conductive

tether-to-satellite mass ratio mc/Ms. The analysis optimizes the tether geometry by

keeping low the product Π = Nc ×mc/Ms. This allows scalable tether design varying

satellite mass and initial orbit conditions (altitude, inclination). The work shows Π as

a function of tether geometry and orbital parameters, which is derived by combining a

fatal-impact rate model, thanks to the simple analytic formulation introduced in (5.3.5)

in Chapter 5 and a simple satellite dynamical equation, which assumes a slow de-orbit

evolution as sequence of near-circular orbits. Time is eliminated when combining the

equations of fatal-impact rate model with the dynamic equation, hence the product, in-

volving Lorentz drag and space debris impacts, is independent of tether de-orbit history

and simply depends on mission constraints and tether length L, width w, and thickness

h.

First part of this Chapter is based in (Sanmart́ın et al., 2014), Sanmart́ın, J. R., Sánchez-Torres, A.,
Khan, S. B., Sánchez-Arriaga, G., and Charro, M. (2014). “Sizing of bare tape tethers for end of mission
satellite de-orbiting”, being submitted to Advances in Space Research. A preliminary account of the results
was presented in (Sanmart́ın and Khan, 2014), “Conductive-tether design for de-orbiting from given alti-
tude and inclination”, In Proc. of 13th Spacecraft Charging Technology Conference, Pasadena, 23-27 June
2014.
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7.1.1 The de-orbiting dynamical equation

In the frame of an orbiting tether there is a motional electric field Em = (v −
vpl) ∧ B in the highly conductive ambient plasma around, with the near-corrotational

plasma velocity vpl negligible in LEO. This results in a not too wide bare tape collecting

electrons over a segment coming out polarized positive, in the orbital motion limited

regime (Sanmart́ın and Estes, 1999). Ion collection takes place over the complementary

(cathodic) segment, at a comparatively low rate because of the high ion-to-electron mass

ratio; the overall current balance thus requires a plasma contactor, typically a Hollow

Cathode (HC), to eject electrons at the cathodic end. Both tether bias and current I vary

along the tether and are computed by solving a boundary value problem (Sanmart́ın

et al., 1993). Current will be negligible if Em points to the HC, where electrons must

be emitted. For a prograde (retrograde) orbit and ut the upwards vertical unit-vector

the projection Em = ut.Em is positive (negative) respectively. Assuming the tether

aligned with the local vertical, the HC must be placed at the bottom (top) for prograde

(retrograde) orbits. In the important case of high inclinations, say, from 80◦ to 100◦, the

motional field Em changes sign as the Earth rotates under the orbital plane; only for the

daily fraction where it has the right direction there is sensible current. Most of the time

Em is positive (negative) for mostly pro-grade (retrograde) orbits. Neglecting the HC

potential drop, the length averaged current along the tether Iav, normalized by short

circuit current Isc = σchwEm,
Iav
Isc
≡ iav (ξ) , (7.1.1)

is a definite function of a ratio involving tether and the ambient parameters (Sanmart́ın

et al., 1993). For ambient characteristic length, l and considering aluminium tape

ξ ≡ L

h2/3l1/3
, l =

9π2

128

meσ
2
cEm

e3n2
e

≈ 2.38 · 1018 × Em/ (150 V/km)

(ne/105 cm−3)2 (m) (7.1.2)

For tape tether design analysis, we consider a mass point satellite with a rigid tether

along the vertical, in a circular orbit weakly perturbed by the Lorentz drag LIavut ∧B.

The equation of motion is,

Ms
dv
dt

+Ms
µEr

r3
= LIavut ∧B + FJ2 + Fa, (7.1.3)

µE is the Earth’s gravitational constant and r is the position vector. The last two terms

are the force FJ2 (due to Earth being not exactly sphere), effects that slightly modify

orbital inclination and Fa is due to aerodynamic drag, generally present bellow 300

km, both, dominated by the Lorentz force lead us to neglect them. The Lorentz drag

makes the orbit slowly evolve through a long spiraling sequence of quasi-circular orbits.
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MISSIONS

Carrying out the scalar product with v ≡ dr/dt in (7.1.3) we have,

−Msv
dv
dt

= −σcE2
mwhLiav. (7.1.4)

where we used v · (ut ∧B) = −Em.

7.1.2 Conductive tether design formula for a generic mission

With v2 ≈ v2
orb = µE/ (RE +H) and introducing conductive tether mass mc =

ρtwhL, Eq. (7.1.4) can be rewritten as an equation of evolution for the orbit-altitude H

as,
Ms

mc

(
dH
dt

)
= −2 (RE +H)

σcE
2
m

ρtv2
× iav (ξ) , (7.1.5)

which will hold over the fraction fτ of orbital period having the motional field pointing

away from the tether end that holds the hollow cathode. We will take this into account

by averaging (7.1.5) over the orbits for a given day and introducing a factor fτ on the

right hand side.

We recall the analytical representation of tape survival model derived in Chapter 5

given by the Eq.(5.3.5),

dNc

dt
≡ Lṅc ' Lδ∗F ∗

×

 3n0 + 2

π(n0 − 2)

(
3δ∗

w

)n0−1

√
π

4

w

h

n0−2

−
n1 − n0

(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1)

 (7.1.6)

All four parameters in the model (n0, n1, δ
∗, F ∗) depend on H and inclination.

Combining the tether survival and de-orbiting equation models (7.1.6) and (7.1.5)

to divide dNc/dt by dH/dt, there results an equation for the rate dNc/dH. Introducing

the length L = ξh2/3l1/3 from Eq. (7.1.2) and integrating the expression for dNc/dH

from the initial altitude H0 to some final altitude Hf , results an equation for the product

of Nf (final value of Nc) and mc/Ms, which we wish be minimized,

mc

Ms
×Nf = Π

(
w, h, L/h2/3, H0, i

)
(7.1.7)
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Π ≡
ˆ H0

Hf

(RE +Hf ) dH/2

fτ (Re +H)2

ξ

iav(ξ)

ρ v2
f

σcE2
m

l1/3h2/3δ∗F ∗

×

 3n0 + 2

π(n0 − 2)

(
3δ∗

w

)n0−1

√
π

4

w

h

n0−2

−
n1 − n0

(n1 − 1)(n0 − 1)

 (7.1.8)

where vf =
√
µE/af is the final velocity of the satellite, the ratio ρ v2

f/σcE
2
m is a

characteristic time, and parameters F ∗,δ∗, n0 and n1 are functions of orbital altitude

and inclination.

One may note that Π is time-independent and just involves tether geometry and

orbit parameters. De-orbiting down to Hf = 300 km, as here considered, air-drag on

the reasonably large tether surface area ∼ Lw, typically results in rapid reentry, though

plasma density decreases comparatively. An important feature of the design formula

(7.1.8) is the ratio ξ/iav, which is just a function of the dimensionless variable ξ. For

small and large values of ξ, the indefinite increase of the ratio ξ/iav inside the integral

will lead to some minimum for Π.

As regards de-orbit time tf , carrying out the time integration in (7.1.5) and intro-

ducing τ as a function of (L/h2/3, H0, i) as described in (Sanmart́ın et al., 2014) yields,

τ ≡
ˆ H0

Hf

(
E∗m

Em(H)

)2 (RE +Hf ) dH/2

(Re +H)2 fτ iav
(7.1.9)

mc

Ms
× tf ≈

1.45× 10−2

mc/Ms
× 1 yr × τ (7.1.10)

7.1.3 Discussion of results

Numerical results for τ versus L/h2/3 for 92◦ and 63◦ inclinations are shown in

Table. 7.1.1. We introduced the convenient length s given by,

s1/3 ≡ ξl1/3 ≡ L/h2/3 (7.1.11)

with as in Eq. (7.1.2). Note that τ decreases with increasing s1/3 whereas Π increases

after its minimum. Results for τ at specific values convenient in the discussion that fol-

lows are later given in Tables 7.1.1. We can see clearly from Fig. 7.1.1 how moving from

moderate to high inclination orbits makes tethers less efficient regarding de-orbit time.

For 63◦ inclination, τ goes rapidly to asymptotic values very close to zero. Increasing

the orbit inclination to 92◦ however increases τ by a small factor.

For a simple discussion, let us set the ratio mc/Ms ≈ 1.45 × 10−2 so that for Ms =
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6000 and 600 kg would require mc = 90 and 9 kg respectively. For different choices of

s1/3 and w (when h = 40µm) one can compare the tape performance To begin with

Ms ∼ 6000 kg, selecting higher value of s1/3 from 6 to 12 permits lowering the de-orbit

time.

Reducing w to it’s half instead of changing h for the same as case, however would

cause L to be doubled, which consequentially increase Π and cut-probability Nf will be

doubled compared to the first one. For Ms ∼ 600 kg, selecting w = 2 cm and h = 20µm

would result Nf ∼ a few percent.

i = 92◦ i = 63◦

s1/3 6 9 12 15 18 ∞ 6 9 12 ∞
τ 0.44 0.41 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.05 0.047 0.046 0.043

Table 7.1.1: Normalized de-orbit time τ ; s1/3 in 106m1/3

Figure 7.1.1: Normalized de-orbit time τ vs L/h2/3 from 720 km at i = 63◦ and i = 92◦

Figure 7.1.2 shows a sample of Π versus L/h2/3 for a range of w and h values

at 63◦ inclinations. Independently, looking at Fig. 7.1.2 one can say that, regarding

w, the remarkable decrease of Π (as just in the survivability model (part in square

bracket) in Eq. (7.1.8)) with increase in w, indicate tethers will be more efficient in de-

orbiting larger satellites, requiring wider tape, which however, is restricted by the OML

regime. As regards h, it varies as h2/3× survivability model (part in square bracket) in

Eq. (7.1.8), thus increasing with h at w large enough, and decreasing for smaller w.

Allowing the conductive tether mass mc to be about 2% of the mass of the satellite

to be de-orbited, recent calculations show even more optimistic results. For a typical

altitude at 800 km for equatorial orbit, de-orbit time td is in order of weeks increasing
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to about fraction of months for moderate orbit inclinations (∼ 63◦). The performance

loss at higher inclinations (∼ 92◦ ), yet not dramatic, increasing td about a factor of

6 to 10 when comparing for a similar conditions of de-orbiting (satellite mass, epoch,

altitude etc.) from 63◦.
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Figure 7.1.2: Function Π vs L/h2/3 for several tape width and thickness (i = 63◦)

7.2 BETsMA: a friendly tool to simulate tethered de-orbit mis-

sion

Based on the optimal design algorithm of sec. 7.1 for tape-tether survivability, as

applied to design preliminary mission for de-orbiting satellite using EDT, BETsMA (Bare

electrodynamic Tethers Mission Analysis) (Sánchez-Arriaga, 2014), a friendly tool, was

developed in FORTRAN, to carry out preliminary design of de-orbiting missions with

electrodynamics tethers. This program include inputs from three BETs partners, EMXYS,

DLR and Colorado State University through respective scaling laws to estimate the mass

of the power system, the tether deployer and the hollow cathode.

Given satellite mass and orbital data, optimal tether geometry (length, width and

thickness) is selected by plotting certain figure of merit of the system, involving conduc-

tive tether system-to-satellite mass ratio, survival probability and de-orbit time. Once

tether geometry is known, BETsMA simulates the de-orbiting trajectory with an orbital

propagator and finds the most relevant magnitudes of the mission like electrical current

along the tether, masses of the different subsystems, de-orbit time and failure probability.

The software has two modules(Sánchez-Arriaga, 2014):
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• Optimization module: Given a mission (altitude, inclination, satellite mass and

epoch), the program computes certain figures of merit of the tether system as a

function of tether geometry (length, width and thickness ). The user can find the

optimal tether geometry to minimize the mass of the tether system, the de-orbit

time and the cut probability.

• De-orbiting simulator: Given a mission and tether geometry, BETsMA computes

the de-orbiting maneuver using a simple model based on a rigid dumbbell tether

aligned with the local vertical. The program provides the most relevant mag-

nitudes, including the trajectory, de-orbit time, survival probability, mass of the

subsystems, electrical variables and plasma environmental magnitudes.

7.2.1 Preliminary mission design with BETsMA

In this section we will analyze a preliminary mission of satellite de-orbiting using a

tether. For our analyses we choose one of the collision ‘hot spot’ orbit at 850 km, with

inclination 71◦. Table 7.2.1 shows primary inputs considered for BETsMA optimization

module. Considering the risk of tether cut by debris (Nc) about 3%, means in every 100

missions in 3 will have a tether cut. To begin with the analysis, we first select only the

tape thickness to be (Case 1) h = 50µm and (Case 2) h = 75µm.

Tether-Satellite properties
Tether material Al
Hollow cathode (HC) 1
HC Potential drop 25V
Satellite Mass 1500kg
Year 2013

Model
Magnatic Field IGRF 11
Current OML
Debris MASTER
Atmospheric Drag Moderate
J2 Perturbation yes

Orbit
Inclination 710

Initial Altitude 850 km
Final 350 km

Optimization Analysis
Type 2− parameters
Length 0.5km < L < 7km, ∆L = 0.25km
Width 0.5cm < w < 5cm, ∆w = 0.25cm

Table 7.2.1: Tether geometry optimization
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BETsMA optimization module numerically calculates the total fatal impact rate Nc

during the whole mission, following the fatal impact risk modeling discussed in 5.1,

de-orbit time tf and conductive tether to satellite mass ratio mc/Ms. As discussed in

the optimal design algorithm (Sanmart́ın et al., 2014), one needs to find the minimum

of the product of Nc and conductive tether-to-satellite mass ratio mc/Ms, termed as

Π = Nc×mc/Ms plotted against the variable L/h2/3. From Fig. 7.2.1a one may find that

Π has a minimum for L/h2/3
opt ≈ 2.3− 2.5× 106m1/3. Hence, one can say for thickness

50 µm and 75 µm the optimal lengths Lopt are about 3.5 and 5 km respectively.

The figure also shows the monotonic fall of Π as the tether width increases and

saturates towards large w, however the tape performance will reduce for larger w as it

goes beyond OML regime. Figure 7.2.1b shows the variation of de-orbit time with the

term L/h2/3, which does not depend on tape width and weakly depends on h.

Case h(µm) L(km) w(cm) tf (days) Nc(%)
mc

Ms

1 50 3.5 2.5 134 0.724 0.79
2 50 3.75 1.5 240 3 0.5
3 75 5 1.5 94 1.14 1.01
4 75 5 1.0 130 3 0.71

Table 7.2.2: Tape selection and performance

The design optimization can be evaluated by taking a closer look at the Fig. 7.2.2,

which plots the tether performance summery in a bi-parametric panel with horizontal

and vertical lines represent the tether length and width respectively. The figure plots

three decisive parameters Nc, tf and mass ratio for a given mission.

Upon selecting the best combination of these parameters, one can choose a number

of tether geometry. As for example in Fig. 7.2.2 for h = 50µm, and optimum length

L ∼ 3.5 km, moving from w = 2.5 cm to w = 1.5 cm allows probability of cut to increase

from less than 1% to 3%, which offers a reduction of mass about 1.5 times. However

with a relatively longer de-orbit time tf of 240 days instead of∼ 100 days or∼3 months.

Table 7.2.2 summarizes four different cases of tape selections. Case 2 offers the lightest

but relatively longer de-orbit mission, while Case 3 is the heaviest but rapid de-orbit

system.
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(a) Π (b) tf

Figure 7.2.1: Typical BETsMA output for Function Π and tf vs L/h2/3 for several tape width and
thickness

(a) h = 50µm (b) h = 75µm

Figure 7.2.2: BETsMA design optimization output

7.2.2 De-orbiting mission performance

BETsMA de-orbit module allows to analyze de-orbit performances of different con-

figurations as offered by optimization module, summarized before in Table. 7.2.2. Un-

like the optimization module, de-orbit module uses DROMO integrator (Peláez et al.,

2007), which computes the trajectories by making a numerical integration of the per-

turbed Kepler problem. Additional parameters to consider during the de-orbit analyses
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are given in Table. 7.2.3. The simulation provides current and voltage profile apart from

recalculating the parameters provided earlier in Table 7.2.2.

Initial conditions
Ascending node 0
Argument of Perigee 0
True Anomaly 0
Date: Hour/Date 00 : 00 : 00, 1/1/2013

Numerical Values
Integrator DROMO
Sigma step 0.1
Stop Condition Final Perigee
Final Altitude 350 km

Other systems
Bus Voltage 50V
Battery Charge Rate 5
Inert/Conductive Length 1
Inert tether density 1100kg/m3

Table 7.2.3: De-orbiting mission parameters

Case tf (days) Nc(%)
mc

Ms
(%) Imax(A) Vmax(V )

mT

Ms
(%)

1 82 0.38 0.787 5 205 2.68
2 212 2.6 0.5 3 317 0.9
3 61 0.6 1.01 4.7 291 3.8
4 90 1.61 0.71 3.1 298.6 3.31

Table 7.2.4: BETsMA de-orbit mission performance

After successful simulations for each of the 4 cases we can summarize the results

in Table.7.2.4. For case 1 and 3 current is moderately high, this may probably affect

the stability of the tether dynamics. Case 2 is not efficient due to longer de-orbit time,

however, precise simulations with parameter values between case 2 and 4 lead us to

select a geometry with 4.5 km × 1 cm × 75µm which provides considerable range of

values for all the parameters.

Case Geometry tf Nc
mc

Ms
Imax Vmax

mT

Ms
(days) (%) (%) (A) (V ) (%)

5 4.5km× 1cm× 75µm 105 1.7 0.608 3 295 3.057

Table 7.2.5: Optimum tape configuration

The simple analyzing tool BETsMA, provides a first vision to estimate the mission
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requirements and the preliminary design of the mission. More detail and sophisticated

analyses following the optimization algorithm, will assure the optimum tether geometry

for respective de-orbit mission. The BETsMA is a registered software under OTRI (UPM

software register office). It has been selected among 20 other innovative technologies

(UPM, 2013).

Every tether used in space has to be designed according to The NASA Safety Stan-

dard. In the next step we will check our designed tape configuration if it complies

according to NASA Guideline ((NASA-STD, 1995), pp. 3-3, 3-4). provides specific in-

structions about tethered systems. To limit this type of risk to other users of space,

tethers left in orbit after completion of mission or tether fragments created when mete-

oroids or orbital debris severe the tether are considered operational debris. The NASA

guideline defines the tether length to satisfy the following:

“ The length of tether remaining in the environment after the end of mission, which will be
the length of the tether if the mission plan is to leave the tether in the environment at the end
of mission,

or the length of tether that is expected to be cut off by meteoroid or orbital debris impact

during the mission if the mission plan is to retract the tether at the end of mission, must be no

larger than Lmax ”

– Special Consideration for Tethers or Tether Fragments Left in Orbit After

Completion of Mission (Note to Guideline 3-1)- (NASA-STD, 1995)

During a de-orbit mission with EDT, as the altitude of the tethered satellite decreases

near 200 km, atmospheric drag starts dominating. Tape-tethers being very thin, will

burn very soon due to exponentially increasing atmospheric drag on re-entree. Hence,

in a successful de-orbit mission using tape-tether, no operational debris will be inten-

tionally left in space.

To limit the risk presented by the tether debris to operating spacecraft, the maxi-

mum tether debris length will be limited by its orbit lifetime. The lifetime must take

into account any associated end-point vehicles attached to the tether. The relationship

between the maximum allowed tether debris length, Lmax, measured in kilometers, and

orbit lifetime, tf , measured in years, is

Lmax[km] =
1

tf [yr]
(7.2.1)

To satisfy guideline 3-1, L may not exceed Lmax, if the mission plan is to abandon the

tether in orbit. On the other hand, if the tether is retracted, or if it burns out in the

atmosphere (like in our case), then the expected cut off length of tether Lcut must be

lower than Lmax. Lcut, is defined as the tether original length L× probability of cut Pcut.

For our selected tether in case 5, according to guideline 3-1 the computed cut-off length,
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Lcut = Pcut × L = 0.017× 4.5 [km] = 0.0765 [km] and Lmax[km] =
1

tf [yr]
=

1

105/365
=

3.47 km. Therefore, as the tape selection in case 5, satisfies the condition Lcut < Lmax,

we can say the system successfully complies with the debris release NASA guideline.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions

8.1 Research conclusions and key findings

This research outlines (1) that a proper tether design could make its purposeful life

extended. In this regard, a tape tether could be the effective choice over conventional

round wires for satellite de-orbit missions, (2) a simple fatal impact rate formulation,

and (3) going a further step to enhance the accuracy of risk prediction for tape by intro-

ducing ballistic limit equations. From these studies it is possible to draw the following

conclusions.

Regarding the first issue, it has been shown in Chapter 4 that a tether with thin-tape

like cross-section has the probability of survival several orders of magnitudes higher

than one with circular cross-section of same mass and same length. The use of a tape

tether instead of a round wire, considerably reduces the total fatal impact count, which

may be written as Nc = ṅc ×4t × L. This reduction is due to (i) de-orbit time ∆t and

(ii) fatal impact rate ṅc, being both reduced to a considerable degree.

(i) Due to the larger perimeter, a tape can perform better in current collection if the

round wire does not reach the ohmic-limited regime, whether the tape does reach

it or does not; comparing deorbiting times at given mission impulse for round wire

and corresponding tape tether shows much faster deorbiting by a tape for a broad

range of conditions.

(ii) Independently, the impact rate is reduced because flux values are much lower for

debris comparable to the effective diameter of the tape, except for near edgewise

impact. In the narrow case of edgewise impact the flux of debris comparable to

the effective diameter is high but such tiny debris would not bring enough energy

to cut the tether through its width
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Concerning the analysis of survivability of tape tether, a simple fatal-impact rate

model has been formulated in Chapter 5. A flat tape has a number of design advantages.

During orthogonal impact, larger, hence rarer particles are necessary to cut the tether.

However, small particles, though abundant in number, can only produce fatal damage

in the narrow range of impact with very low incidence, only to satisfy that the view

factor of the vulnerable tether part to the random small particle is small. One additional

advantage gained from the fact that, in order to cut through the tape, the small particle

has to pass through the whole width of the tape, which is quite impossible as those

smaller particles will barely bring enough kinetic energy to proceed cutting through the

tape; rather it will stop within the tether or get itself fragmented.

The tape survivability model considers debris flux at 32 different LEO altitudes and

calculates the fatal impact rate at each altitude for two orbit inclinations. Using NASA

and ESA debris flux, the simple analytical formulation allows quite accurately to cal-

culate the tape fatal impact rate per unit time and unit length as a function of tape

dimensions (w, h) and orbit parameters (altitude H and inclination i). Further, this

simple model will be useful for preliminary design on tape dimensions (w, h, and L)

depending on desired de-orbit mission conditions (e.g. satellite mass, initial altitude).

Results are more optimistic for MASTER2009, which is almost 8 to 35 times lower than

ORDEM2000, varying on altitude.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the tape survivability model has been modified by incorporating

experimentally derived ballistic limit equations to provide the minimum debris size, that

can cause a tether cut-off. This enhances the accuracy and accounts for effects not

considered in the previous analyses and hence give more optimistic results. Once again

for the same range of LEO altitudes at two different inclinations and taking into account

the orbital debris flux for different impact velocities, fatal impact rate calculated at each

orbit altitudes shows that for a given mission (epoch. 2013) the probability of survival

of a tape with given dimension (width w = 45mm, thickness h = 50µm), is always

above 0.9917 for inclination 90◦ and is above 0.9945 for inclination 63◦.

8.2 Thesis contribution

To be a successful technology as a de-orbiting system, an electrodynamic tether, like

any other de-orbiting device, should satisfy the following criteria;

• Its own mass (mc) compared to the satellite mass (Ms) should be small as well as

the area time product (to decrease the probability of collision with other objects).

• To be capable of de-orbiting with of a wide range of satellites mass, altitudes,

inclinations, etc. (scalabality).
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• Survive against micrometeoroids and debris impact during the de-orbit period.

This work already demonstrates the significant effectiveness of tape tethers against

debris impact and the analytical model presented here can offer scalable design. On

another note, as discussed in the first part of Chapter 7, an extended study (Sanmart́ın

et al., 2013) in optimization of tape-tether for de-orbiting satellites at end of mission,

validates its scalabale property. The performance of the tether system is measured by

requiring shorter de-orbit time tf , low mass ratio mc/Ms and the final fatal impact

count Nf to be small. This involves two products mc/Ms× tf , which is lower for higher

L/h2/3 andmc/Ms×Nf ≡ Π, which generally has a soft minimum at L/h2/3 ∼ 106m1/3,

and decrease with higher w. At equal tf and mc/Ms vales, Nf is smaller for higher Ms.

It has been shown that (Sanmart́ın et al., 2013, 2014) at mid-inclination, de-orbit times

are typically a few months with values of both mc/Ms and Nf of order of 10−2. For high

inclinations, tethers with given mass ratio will take longer time in de-orbit and will not

reach as low values of Π. However, the performance loss in moving from low inclination

to higher one is moderate. This optimization model finally led to the development of a

friendly software tool named BETsMA, currently in process of registration by UPM.

8.3 Areas of Future Work

De-orbiting with electrodynamic tether, however faces challenge during de-orbiting

heavy satellites. This issue stands against any technology other than rockets. Small

satellites (well below 1 ton, say) fully burn at reentry, but 10% to 40% of mass of large

satellites (those of critical interest) survives reentry. Furthermore, once space is cleaned

(having done by adopting proper technology for ADR with agreement on legal issues

involved with the space agencies) only one technology PMD is need to keep on.

The theoretical work regarding optimum design of a tether system needs to be con-

trasted against real experiment. For this reason, it seems necessary to test this tech-

nology in space demonstration missions. Preventing generation of new debris by de-

orbiting satellites at end of mission requires just de-orbit technology, which, if demon-

strated in space, would facilitate international agreement on the complex Active Debris

Removal operation.

Interesting issues regarding tether cut-off might be options for further investigation

in a case of random event of a cut-off at early stage at high altitude and evaluation of

potential danger of a tether as a debris. Stability issues considering damper mechanism

and growth rate of dynamic instability could be studied and incorporated in BETsMA

software to produce another figure of merit.
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Uncontrolled reentry is shallow (∼1 degree incidence). Major break up occurs at

about 80 km altitude. Place of impact is unpredictable and the footprint is thin but long.

If reentry is controlled with rocket, incidence is about 20 degrees, reentry footprint is

comparatively small, and impact is predictable, usually carried into specific zones in

the Pacific Ocean. But fuel is needed to implement this technique. To overcome this,

recently introduced Design for Demise has eliminated that issue: it involves analysis

of materials, structures, configuration regarding processes of fragmentation, ablation,

fusion, passivation of power and propulsion subsystems.

An uncontrolled reentry mission that completely ablates does not require a provision

for integrated controlled reentry capability. Consequently, not only will such mission

design be relatively simpler and cheaper, but also mission unavailability risk due to a

controlled reentry subsystem failure is eliminated.

Design-for-Demise (D4D) can be referred to as the intentionally re-designing of a

mission such that the spacecraft components ablate (demise) during uncontrolled reen-

try post-mission disposal. NASA reentry requirements obligates the mission to be de-

signed such that the risk of human causality anywhere on Earth due to a reentry debris

with KE > 15 J be less that 1:10,000 [Requirement 56626] (NASA-STD, 2012). This

re-designing spacecraft parts to demise guarantees adherence to the requirement posed

by NASA.

Different categories of missions can be integrated to demisability, that can vary from

Earth observation missions, Communication missions, Space exploration missions to

Technology test missions etc. This requires D4D practice in all formulation phases of

the mission life-cycle. Upon proper adoption of D4D during all development phases

of any possible reentry mission in LEO, some highly valued requirements will meet.

This includes: a) upon uncontrolled atmospheric reentry of spacecraft, attaining the

desired demise altitude and b) compliance with NASA’s orbital debris mitigation policy

outlined in section 4.7.2.1 Requirement 4.7-1.Limit the risk of human casualty (NASA-

STD, 2012). If the D4D is implemented for every satellite missions, as it would definitely

overcome the present difficulties involved with tethered de-orbiting of heavy satellites,

can also facilitate making tethered de-orbiting system essential for simple and cheap

method of de-orbiting at the end-of-life as part of a necessary PMD.
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Nomenclature

∆t tether resident time in orbit

δ particle diameter

δm minimum diameter of debris

ṅc fatal impact rate

µE Earth’s gravitational constant

ρp particle density

ρt density of target surface

σt yield strength of target surface

θ angle of impact

B geomagnetic field

D diameter of tether

Dc crater diameter

Dh hole diameter

Dl distance between the crater lips

Deff effective diameter of tether

e orbit eccentricity

Em induced (motional) electric field

F debris flux
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h tether thickness

I current along the tether

i orbit inclination

L Tether length

Lcut Tether cut-off length

Lmax Maximum allowed tether debris length

mc Conductive tether mass

Ms Satellite mass

n slope of the log-log plot of F vs δ

Nc total number of impact

RE Radius of the Earth

tf Final de-orbit time duration

vp particle impact velocity

Vmax Maximum voltage

vorb Orbital velocity

vpl plasma velocity

w width of tape-tether
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